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Here’s a strange thought to chew on a year before the presiden-
tial election: The votes of 95 percent of Americans likely to cast 
ballots are already determined. People who lean conservative 
will vote for any Republican who emerges from the scrum (with 
the possible exception of the divisive Donald Trump). Ditto for 
people who lean liberal. New research by Michigan State politi-
cal scientist Corwin Smidt confirms that the percentage of voters 
who are truly “independent,” swinging from party to party, has 
plunged from 15 percent in the 1960s to just 5 percent today. 
Crossing over party lines to vote for the other tribe’s presidential 
candidate has become unimaginable. As Jonathan Chait put it 
this week in NYMag.com: “The dominant fact of American poli-
tics is that nobody is changing their mind about anything.”

It wasn’t always this way. For much of the latter half of the 
20th century, there were liberal-leaning Republicans and 

 conservative-leaning Democrats. It was not impossible to find 
common ground. Ronald Reagan and Bill Clinton both actively 
sought the votes of people who traditionally vote for the other 
party, and enjoyed great popularity partly as a result. But since 
2004, polarization on immigration, climate change, abortion, re-
ligion, and social issues has become so acute that every presiden-
tial election seems to represent a major turning point, with the 
very definition of our nation at stake. Polls suggest that the gulf 
between the two parties is actually widening. Republicans loathe 
Hillary Clinton as much as they do Barack Obama; Democrats 
see Trump and Ben Carson as wackos and frauds, and have only 
slightly less contempt for the rest of the field. So here’s a safe if 
depressing prediction: The new president John Roberts swears 
in on Jan. 20, 2017, will be very quickly despised and distrusted 
by roughly 45 percent of the nation. Is this a de-
mocracy, or a dysfunctional family? 
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What happened 
The leading Republican presidential 
candidates focused on policy rather than 
personality in the fourth GOP debate 
this week, staking out distinct positions 
on immigration, military spending, and 
foreign policy. In a substantive two-hour 
clash in Milwaukee, the party’s more 
experienced candidates sought to regain 
ground from the political outsiders lead-
ing the polls. Ohio Gov. John Kasich 
derided front-runner Donald Trump’s 
plan to deport 11 million illegal im-
migrants. “We all know you can’t pick 
them up and ship them across the border,” Kasich said. Former 
Florida Gov. Jeb Bush warned that Trump’s proposals were alienat-
ing Hispanics from the GOP—“they’re doing high fives in the 
Clinton campaign right now”—but Sen. Ted Cruz aligned himself 
with Trump, saying, “We should enforce the law.” Asked whether 
“inconsistencies” in his life story were hurting his campaign, 
Carson said that he was “an honest person” being held to an unfair 
standard by the media. “I have no problem with being vetted,” he 
said. “What I do have a problem with is being lied about.” 
 
The candidates also battled over their respective tax plans and 
foreign policy. Sen. Rand Paul questioned how Sen. Marco Rubio 
could call his tax plan “conservative” when it added a trillion 
dollars in military spending, and Rubio fired back by calling Paul 
“a committed isolationist,” adding, “We cannot have an economy 
if we cannot defend it.” All the candidates agreed on the need for 
smaller government. “We must take our government back,” Carly 
Fiorina exclaimed, earning one of the loudest cheers of the night.

What the editorials said 
The fourth GOP debate “wasn’t the most entertaining, but it was by 
far the most educational,” said The Wall Street Journal. Bush “had 
his best debate” so far, demonstrating a solid grasp of both domestic 
and foreign issues, while Rubio, Cruz, and Kasich outlined detailed 
economic policies. Trump, in contrast, could offer only his usual 
vague bluster. When the former Apprentice star railed against the 
recently signed Trans-Pacific trade deal because it failed to address 
Chinese currency manipulation, “it took Rand Paul to point out 
that China isn’t part of the deal.” 

“It was another strong night for Marco 
Rubio,” said the Colorado Springs 
Gazette. His takedown of Paul on 
defense spending was one of the night’s 
few memorable moments, while his 
emphasis on bolstering families and 
children “should resonate with so-
cial and fiscal conservatives.” All the 
candidates came off reasonably well, so 
the debate “probably won’t move the 
needle much.”

What the columnists said 
Ignore who “won” and “lost,” said 

Jamelle Bouie in Slate.com. All we learned was how out of step Re-
publicans are “with the actual economic needs of ordinary Ameri-
cans.” The candidates talked about providing “relief for workers 
and families,” and then opposed the $15 minimum wage, attacked 
Wall Street regulation, and offered tax plans that would require 
savage cuts in safety net programs. Moreover, they couldn’t explain 
why recent Democratic presidents, including Presidents Clinton 
and Obama, have added so many more jobs than Republican ones 
have. That question will haunt the GOP next November.  
 
GOP voters “can’t say they don’t have clear choices,” said Jona-
than Tobin in CommentaryMagazine.com. Under the Fox Business 
channel moderators’ excellent questioning, most of the candidates 
staked out thoughtful, well-considered positions on tax cuts, 
economic policy, and dealing with Russia and Syria. “If substance 
continues to prevail,” that will likely hurt Trump and Carson, who 
“seemed at sea whenever they were required to do more than speak 
in generalities.” That in turn would leave the path clear for the 
field’s two “rising stars”: Rubio and Cruz.
 
The debate offered a sneak preview of how Cruz plans to attack 
his likely establishment rival, said Ross Douthat in NYTimes.com. 
He took a hard line on immigration—an issue on which Rubio is 
highly vulnerable because of his 2013 attempt at bipartisan reform. 
Cruz also railed against sugar subsidies, a form of “corporate 
welfare” Rubio has backed. And he stressed that his economic plan 
adds up—“it doesn’t, really, but compared to Rubio’s it does.” 
Cruz’s positioning on all these issues is “impressively calibrated” 
for the battle ahead. This campaign is about to get very interesting. 
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Bush, Rubio, Trump: This time, a battle over substance
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The main stories... 4 NEWS 

GOP candidates stake out distinct ground

It wasn’t all bad Bella Burton has always struggled to walk without using 
crutches or a wheelchair, after being born with Morquio 
syndrome, a genetic disorder that affects bone develop-

ment and mobility. But that all 
changed this year when she met 
George, her service Great Dane. 
The 11-year-old from Woburn, 
Mass., now loves going to the 
playground with her friends and 
confidently walks the hallways in 
school. The mellow Great Dane 
accompanies Bella wherever she 
goes, letting her lean on him like 
a crutch. “With George, she’s 
become so much stronger and 
more active,” said Bella’s mom, 
Rachel. “[He’s] the most loyal dog 
we could have hoped for.”

When Thad Livingston mistak-
enly got an email from Tennessee’s 
Mount Juliet Elementary School, 
the New Jersey man didn’t delete 
it. Instead, he responded, and since 
then, the retired FedEx pilot has 
become a kind of fairy godfather to 
the school 800 miles away. When 
administrators asked parents for 
20 used computer mice, he sent 30 
new ones. He later gave hundreds 
of dollars to school fundraisers, 
inspiring students to participate 
in a “Random Acts of Kindness” 
challenge. “When someone makes 
a big impression on you, it makes 
you want to do good in the world,” 
said fifth-grader Andrew Romer.

Justin Pounders and Amy Gib-
erson clicked immediately after 
meeting online, but it wasn’t until the 
Florida couple had been dating for 
a year that they realized they’d been 
sweethearts 30 years earlier. Pound-
ers mentioned he’d had a crush 
on a girl named Amy at Sunshine 
Preschool in St. Petersburg—the 
same school Giberson attended. His 
mom said they’d been inseparable as 
3-year-olds. “You’re lucky if you get 
to find a great love,” said Giberson. 
“To find out that you’ve been circling 
each other your whole life—it over-
whelmed me with happiness.” Bella and George

On the cover: Ben Carson. 
Illustration by Fred Harper.

Cover photos from Getty (2), Corbis



What happened 
President Obama and Israeli Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu worked this week to 
move past their bitter rift over the Iran nuclear 
deal, meeting in Washington for the first time 
in more than a year and striking conciliatory 
notes on a range of issues. The two lead-
ers’ notoriously tense relationship reached a 
nadir in March, when Netanyahu addressed 
Congress at the invitation of Republicans. 
But both Obama and Netanyahu said they 
were ready to turn the page in order to tackle 
challenges like the crisis in Syria and escalating Palestinian violence 
in Israel. Obama expressed hope that Netanyahu can help “lower 
the temperature” between Israelis and Palestinians, and Netanyahu 
notably distanced himself from statements he’d made in March that 
there would be no Palestinian state on his watch, saying this week 
he supported “a demilitarized Palestinian state.” White House offi-
cials conceded, however, that reviving the stalled Middle East peace 
process “is not in the cards” for the remainder of Obama’s term. 
 
The allies also discussed a new 10-year pact that could substantial-
ly increase the $3 billion in annual U.S. military aid to Israel. While 
Netanyahu avoided altogether mentioning the acrimony over the 
Iran deal, Obama acknowledged the leaders’ “strong disagree-
ment” but stressed their mutual commitment to a non-nuclear Iran.

What the columnists said 
If there is any hope for Middle East peace, Netanyahu must 
reverse the “slow but inexorable” growth of Israeli settlements 

in the West Bank, said Jeffrey Goldberg in 
TheAtlantic.com. As recent stabbing attacks 
on Israelis suggest, “the 100-year conflict 
between Arab and Jew” is fundamentally 
about “something more than settlements.” 
But there will be no progress toward a 
two-state solution so long as the settlement 
movement “continues apace.”
 
“How sweet it would be if all Israel had to 
do to make peace was dismantle its settle-
ments,” said Bret Stephens in The Wall 

Street  Journal. That’s what the Obama administration would have 
us believe. Meanwhile, terrorists murder innocent Jews in the 
street—a recent poll showed that 78 percent of Palestinians sup-
ported “attempts to stab or run over Israelis” in the West Bank and 
Jerusalem. Too bad our president would rather blame Israel’s hous-
ing policies instead of a Palestinian culture “intent on killing Jews.”
 
Obama isn’t the first president to feud with an Israeli prime 
minister, said Dennis Ross in Politico.com. “Ronald Reagan and 
Menachem Begin were not on good terms.” George H.W. Bush 
never trusted Yitzhak Shamir, and Bill Clinton refused to meet a 
visiting Netanyahu when “their planes were parked next to each 
other in Los Angeles.” But in each case, U.S.-Israeli relations 
inevitably improved despite the tension. Those leaders understood 
a basic truth: Israel is the only Middle Eastern democracy, and it 
shares values—and enemies—with the U.S. In his final 14 months, 
President Obama will probably come around to this reality, even if 
he sometimes “finds it easier to reach out to adversaries.”

A cordial and business-like meeting
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... and how they were covered  NEWS 5

What happened  
Ending a seven-year saga over one of the biggest environmental 
litmus tests of his administration, President Obama last week 
formally rejected the Keystone XL pipeline, saying the State 
Department had concluded the project “would not serve the 
national interests of the U.S.” The 1,179-mile pipeline, proposed 
by Canadian company TransCanada, would have transported 
up to 830,000 barrels per day of heavy crude oil from Alberta’s 
tar sands to refineries on the Gulf Coast. Industry groups said 
the project would give the U.S. greater energy independence and 
create between 10,000 and 42,000 jobs during the two years 
of construction, though as few as 35 jobs might be permanent. 
Obama said the project had taken on an “overinflated role in 
our political discourse” and that he had ultimately concluded ap-
proving Keystone would “undercut” America’s leadership ahead 
of international climate talks in Paris next month. 
 
Republican lawmakers threatened to override Obama’s decision 
in Congress, while TransCanada CEO Russ Girling hinted his 
company might submit a new application in 2017 if a Republi-
can presidential candidate—all of them support the pipeline—is 
elected to the White House. 

What the columnists said  
It’s amazing to think that just a few years ago, Keystone was 
“all but a done deal,” said Zoë Carpenter in TheNation.com. 
Back in 2010, the Obama administration said it was “inclined” 

to approve the routine infrastructure project. Then activists 
“transformed the pipeline from an inevitability into the biggest en-
vironmental fight of the decade”—proving that even “in an era in 
which corporations are people and money is speech, big-moneyed 
interests can still be beaten by good old-fashioned organizing.” 
 
Even Obama admitted Keystone would have had a minimal 
impact on the environment, said The Wall Street Journal in an 
editorial. Indeed, by the State Department’s own calculations, 
transporting Alberta’s oil by rail—as will now happen—could 
result in up to 42 percent more greenhouse gas emissions than 
by pipeline. The president simply wanted to “dump Keystone’s 
corpse at the Paris global-warming summit” to impress other big 
emitters. And for what? “Only this week the Chinese revealed 
that their coal use is 17 percent higher than previously thought.”
 
Still, the decision is a huge turning point, said Rebecca Leber in 
NewRepublic.com. Obama’s other climate initiatives “have tar-
geted how we consume fossil fuels” but only now has he joined 
environmentalists in their next big campaign: to keep those fossil 
fuels in the ground in the first place. Let’s just see how long that 
approach lasts, said Ronald Bailey in Reason.com. The Keystone 
rejection was made easier by oil prices plunging to below $50 a 
barrel, short of the price needed to break even on tar sands min-
ing. But if oil’s historically volatile price rises again, another presi-
dent might easily find that Keystone “is a shovel-ready project in 
the national interest.”

Killing off the Keystone oil pipeline



Controversy of the week6 NEWS 

Ben Carson: Is the vetting of his life story unfair?
Let’s be frank about it: “Ben Carson is a bit nuts,” said 
Richard Cohen in The Washington Post. The presidential 
candidate topping Republican polls may have been a gifted 
neurosurgeon, but he holds a lot of kooky beliefs about 
evolution and the Egyptian pyramids, and now a host 
of self-glorifying anecdotes he’s told about his life 
have “evaporated upon examination.” Carson 
claimed he’d been an angry, violent teen until he 
was saved by religion, but when CNN interviewed 
nine of his childhood friends, no one remembered 
him that way or could corroborate his story that 
he tried to stab a friend. Carson also claimed he 
sheltered white students inside a locked biology 
lab during a riot at his high school, but reporters 
could find no one who remembered that, either. In 
his autobiography, Carson said he’d turned down a 
“full scholarship” to West Point, but it turns out he never applied 
and was never offered admission. The list of distortions and lies 
keeps mounting almost daily, said Kevin Drum in MotherJones 
.com. One of the most glaring was Carson’s adamant insistence in 
a previous GOP debate that “I didn’t have any involvement with” 
Mannatech, a shady supplements company. Yet Carson made four 
paid speeches to the company’s sales staff, publicly claimed that 
the supplements helped him beat prostate cancer, and made several 
videos that Mannatech used to promote the product. Obviously, 
Carson has “a serious personal honesty problem.”

This is another “high-tech lynching” of a black conservative by the 
liberal media, said David French in NationalReview.com—and an 
inept one at that. Carson didn’t “fabricate” a West Point offer, as 
Politico.com hysterically charged; as a top ROTC student in his 
high school, Carson was told he’d gain admission to West Point if 
he applied. And the fact that a handful of people couldn’t remem-

ber details of stories Carson told about events from 50 years 
ago proves nothing. “Sorry, media.” Carson may be “imper-
fect,” but attempts by biased journalists to smear this “good 
and decent man” will “only make him stronger.”

The “double standard” here is sickening, said Thomas 
Sowell in RealClearPolitics.com. The same media now 
feverishly fact-checking Carson’s childhood memo-
ries “showed no such zeal” for investigating Barack 

Obama’s ties to leftist radicals back in 2008, or—as 
Carson pointed out to thunderous applause in this 
week’s GOP debate—Hillary Clinton’s litany of lies 
about her email scandal or Benghazi. The difference, 

of course, is that the media want a Democrat in the 
White House, whereas the rise of a black conserva-
tive like Carson represents a mortal “threat to the 

Left’s vision and the Democrats’ voting base.”

The notion that Barack Obama wasn’t vetted in 2008 is “absurd,” 
said Eugene Robinson in The Washington Post. The media 
reported his associations with Rev. Jeremiah Wright, Bill Ayers, 
and the rest ad nauseam, just as they’re doing with Clinton and 
Benghazi today. As a sitting president, Obama even had to produce 
his birth certificate to quiet Republican insistence that he was born 
in Kenya and ineligible to serve. Carson should quit the “woe-
is-me whining” and accept the reality that running for president 
invites intense scrutiny. Let’s not forget that Carson is running 
without any experience or record in public office for voters to 
assess, said Jack Shafer in Politico.com. So “practically everything 
we know about his hypothetical performance as president” is con-
tained in his biography. Given the power and responsibility he’s 
asking that we place in his hands, “we have every right to hold 
him accountable for his personal story.”

Only in America
An Ohio first-grader was 

suspended for pretending 
to fire an imaginary bow 
and arrow during recess. 
Malachi Miele, 6, was sent 
home for violating Our Lady 
of Lourdes’ zero-tolerance 
policy of “any real, pretend, 
or imitated violence.” The 
boy’s father questioned why 
the school is “unable to 
distinguish between a cred-
ible threat and a 6-year-old 
boy pretending to be a Power 
Ranger.”  

A deadlocked mayoral 
election in Bradenton, Fla., 
was decided this week by a 
card game. After candidates 
Jack Clarke and Bill Shearon 
each received 195 votes, they 
were asked to draw one card 
each from a full deck. Clarke, 
the incumbent, pulled a 10 of 
clubs, only to have Shearon 
top him by pulling an ace. 
“That’s the luck of the cards,” 
Clarke shrugged.  

Boring but important
Obamacare’s latest 
Supreme Court challenge

The Supreme Court will hear a 
new challenge to Obamacare’s 
contraception mandate—its 
fourth major case involving 
President Obama’s signature 
health-care legislation. The 
justices ruled in June 2014 
that “closely held” corpora-
tions like Hobby Lobby could 
object on religious grounds 
to providing contraception 
under the Affordable Care 
Act. The latest case, brought 
by a group of Catholic nuns, 
involves religiously affiliated 
nonprofit groups that already 
have an accommodation from 
Washington that allows them 
to leave the responsibility of 
providing contraception cover-
age to the government. These 
groups argue that the accom-
modation still forces them to 
be complicit in arranging birth 
control, and are seeking a total 
exemption from the law.    

Lofty ambitions, after NASA announced it would soon begin 
accepting applications from pilots, scientists, engineers, and other 
qualified candidates for the next generation of astronauts.
The war on the War on Christmas, which got off to an early 
start this year when Christian blogger Joshua Feuerstein claimed 
that Starbucks’ new holiday-themed cups—which are bright red 
but lack the reindeer, stars, and other Christmas symbolism of past 
years—are proof that the company “hates Jesus” and has joined 
the “larger war against Christianity.”
Recycling the King, after If I Can Dream, an album of 14 clas-
sic Elvis Presley songs with new orchestral backing by the Royal 
Philharmonic Orchestra, reached No. 1 on the British charts.

Using your head, after the U.S. Soccer Federation announced 
that youth players in their development leagues will no longer be 
permitted to head the ball, because of concerns that years of cumu-
lative impacts lead to brain damage. 
Sharing, after a study from Denmark’s Happiness Research 
Institute found that people who gave up Facebook for just one 
week reported suffering less envy and being “more satisfied with 
their lives” than those who continued using the social media site. 
Practicing what you preach, after a Florida police officer who 
was being honored at a Mothers Against Drunk Driving conven-
tion for making 100 DUI arrests showed up “staggeringly drunk” 
at the awards ceremony. He was ordered to skip the ceremony and 
was suspended.

Good week for:

Bad week for:
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The U.S. at a glance ... NEWS 7

New Orleans 
Immigration battle: The Justice De part-
ment said this week that it would ask the 
Supreme Court to weigh in on President 
Obama’s executive immigration actions, 
hours after a federal court delivered 
another blow to Obama’s attempt to 
shield about 5 million undocumented 
immigrants from deportation. In a 2-1 
decision, the 5th Circuit Court of Appeals 
in New Orleans upheld a district judge’s 
injunction against a program unilaterally 
expanded by Obama last year. Under the 
initiative, young immigrants brought to 
the U.S. illegally as children would be pro-
tected from deportation, while undocu-
mented parents of U.S. citizens would be 
able to apply for three-year work permits. 
Twenty-six states, led by Texas, sued to 
block the initiative, and in February a 
federal judge in Brownsville, Texas, halted 
the program while he reviewed whether it 
was constitutional. The Obama adminis-
tration hopes to get a favorable Supreme 
Court decision by June. 

San Francisco 
UFO scare: A mysterious streak of blaz-
ing light flashed over the skies of Cal i-
for nia last week, sparking a widespread 
freak-out about a possible alien invasion, 

incoming 
meteor, 
or nu -
clear 
attack—
before 
military 
officials 
admitted 
that the 
light show 

had been caused by the launch of a top 
secret missile. The shot of blue and white 
light, which rocketed over San Francisco 
and could be seen as far away as Nevada 
and Arizona, prompted numerous phone 
calls to the police and a host of con-
spiracy theories online. “DID. ANYONE. 
ELSE. JUST. SEE. THAT. #ufo,” 
tweeted singer Josh Groban. The 
U.S. Navy later revealed that 
the light had been caused by 
the unannounced launch of a 
nuclear-capable but unarmed 
Trident II (D5) missile from a 
Navy submarine, and said they 
hadn’t expected the missile to 
burn so brightly in the skies. 

Albany, 
N.Y. 
Fantasy 
sports shut-
down: The 
embattled 
multibillion-
dollar busi-
ness of daily 
fantasy sports took a significant blow 
this week after New York Attorney 
General Eric Schneiderman ordered two 
of the industry’s giants, FanDuel and 
DraftKings, to stop accepting bets in 
the state—saying that their operations 
constitute illegal sports gambling under 
New York law. Daily fantasy sites have 
experienced blistering growth over the 
past year, and they have argued they 
are exempt from a 2006 federal online 
gambling ban because they represent a 
game of skill. But Schneiderman said 
that the daily wagers placed on fantasy 
sites were a “contest of chance,” and 

that DraftKings and FanDuel 
were “the leaders of a mas-
sive, multibillion- dollar scheme 

intended to evade the law and 
fleece sports fans across the coun-
try.” The daily fantasy industry 

already faces a federal criminal probe, 
and several states are considering their 
own daily fantasy sports regulations. 

Columbia, Mo. 
Mizzou coup: In a stunning victory for 
student and faculty protesters, both the 

University of 
Missouri’s 
president and 
school chan-
cellor abruptly 
announced 
their resigna-
tions this 
week in a 
bid to stem 
outrage over 

a series of racially charged incidents 
on campus. President Tim Wolfe and 
Chancellor R. Bowen Loftin were already 
facing a faculty walkout, but ultimately 
resigned when the Missouri football team 
threatened to boycott this weekend’s 
matchup against BYU; forfeiting the game 
would have cost Mizzou an estimated 
$1 million. Protests on the campus have 
been fraught, and one assistant commu-
nications professor was forced to resign 
one of her positions after being caught 
on film trying to block a student reporter 
from photographing the demonstrators. 
“I need some muscle over here!” shouted 
Melissa Click, who taught media courses, 
when trying to remove the student.

Marksville, La. 
First-grader shot dead: Two Louisiana 
police officers were charged with second-
degree murder and attempted second-
degree murder 
this week after 
allegedly shoot-
ing and killing a 
6-year-old autis-
tic boy while 
he was buckled 
into the passen-
ger seat of his 
father’s car. In what Louisiana State Police 
Superintendent Col. Mike Edmonson 
called an “incredibly disturbing” incident 
that was captured on another officer’s 
body camera, Louisiana City Marshals 
Norris Greenhouse Jr., 23, and Derrick 
Stafford, 32, allegedly pursued the truck 
of the boy’s father, Chris Few, and then 
shot into the vehicle—firing 18 shots, five 
of which hit first-grader Jeremy Mardis 
in the head and chest. Mardis was killed, 
while Few was hospitalized with serious 
injuries. Investigators are looking into 
reports that Greenhouse and Few had 
been in a previous dispute over Few’s girl-
friend. Both marshals have been named in 
unrelated civil lawsuits concerning the use 
of excessive force. A
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The streaking missile

All bets are off.

Protesters address supporters.
Greenhouse, Stafford

Cañon City, Colo.  
Sexting ring: At least 100 students at a 
Colorado high school have been impli-
cated in a huge sexting ring that could 
result in child pornography charges being 
filed against a number of the teens, inves-
tigators in Cañon City said this week. 
A felony investigation was opened after 
authorities discovered that students had 
been circulating 300 to 400 nude photo-
graphs of more than 100 different kids 
around the school, using special cellphone 
“vault apps.” The applications are made 
to look like calculators, but reveal hid-
den photos after a password is entered. 
Some of the pictures involved children in 
the eighth grade. Superintendent George 
Welsh said that members of the high 
school football team had led the sexting 
ring, but that a significant proportion 
of the student body had participated. 
District attorney Thom LeDoux said that 
he would “use discretion” when deciding 
whether to file charges. 



The world at a glance ...8 NEWS 

Belfast
Bloody Sunday arrest: Police 
in Northern Ireland made their 
first-ever arrest this week in con-
nection with the 1972 Bloody 
Sunday massacre, in which British 
police opened fire on a civil rights 
march in Derry and killed 14 
people. The unnamed suspect, 
a 66-year-old man, is a former 
British soldier believed to have 
been involved in three of the kill-

ings. The shootings galvanized anti-British sentiment and drove 
recruits to the Irish Republican Army, ushering in decades of vio-
lence. After the massacre, the British government initially claimed 
that the Irish marchers had fired first, but a 2010 investigation 
found that the shootings were unprovoked. 

Rio de Janeiro
More abortion restrictions: A 
Brazilian parliamentary committee 
has drafted a law that would require 
hospitals to alert police any time 
a woman is treated for abortion-
related complications. Abortion is 
legal in Brazil only in cases of rape 
or a threat to the mother’s life, but illegal abortion is common—
and dangerous. The World Health Organization estimates that one 
Brazilian woman dies from an illegal abortion every four days. 
The bill would also limit rape victims’ access to the morning-after 
pill and to information about abortions. Thousands of protesters 
marched last week in cities across Brazil, chanting “The pill will 
stay, Cunha go away,” referring to the president of the Chamber of 
Deputies, Eduardo Cunha, who supports the bill. 

Mexico City
Pot debate begins: Mexico’s Supreme Court has ruled the prohibi-
tion of marijuana use unconstitutional. The ruling—which said 
growing, possessing, and smoking marijuana for recreation is 
legal under the right to freedom—applies only to the plaintiffs in 
the case and does not legalize pot across the country. But if the 

court rules similarly in several 
other pending cases, it would 
establish a precedent to change the 
law. President Enrique Peña Nieto 
said that he personally opposes 
marijuana legalization but would 
be open to a debate on the ques-
tion. He said he wanted to hear 
from doctors, sociologists, and 
law enforcement. Just 20 percent 
of Mexicans support legalization.

Almoloya de Juárez, Mexico
Chapo’s banker jailed: The accused financier for fugitive druglord 
Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzmán is being held in the same prison 
Guzmán tunneled out of last July. Manuel Rodolfo Trillo 
Hernández, a businessman, was admitted to the Altiplano fed-
eral penitentiary this week awaiting trial on charges of financing 
Guzmán’s escape and laundering money for Guzmán’s Sinaloa 
cartel. Trillo is known as La Trillodora, which means “the 
thresher.” Prosecutors say he paid for the construction of the 
mile-long tunnel that led from Guzmán’s cell to a house well out-
side the prison grounds and that he paid off many of the guards 
who were complicit in the escape. 

London
Demands for EU: Prime Minister David Cameron 
has outlined his demands for changes to Britain’s 
relationship with the EU. Cameron has pledged 
to get “a better deal” for Britain ahead of a 2017 
referendum on whether the U.K. should stay 
in the EU, and this week he spelled out the 
terms of that deal: no economic discrimina-
tion against the pound, a stronger role for 
national parliaments, an end to the require-
ment that Britain seek “ever closer union” 
with other members, and the ability to deny social benefits to 
non-British EU citizens for four years. That last demand will be 
the most controversial. EU Commission spokesman Margaritis 
Schinas called it “highly problematic,” saying it denied EU citi-
zens “the fundamental freedoms of our internal market.”

Berlin
Anti-Merkel march: Thousands of 
people marched in Berlin this week 
calling for German Chancellor 
Angela Merkel to step down over her 
“open door” policy toward refugees. 
Marches have been frequent in Dresden all year, organized by the 
anti-immigrant Pegida group, but this week’s rally in the capital 
was organized by the more mainstream party Alternative for 
Germany. Merkel is under pressure even inside her own party. Her 
interior minister, Thomas de Maizière, last week went rogue and 
announced a unilateral change in status for Syrian refugees, saying 
they would be given only temporary renewable asylum; Merkel’s 
office was forced to issue a counterorder. Other cabinet members 
are now supporting de Maizière’s initiative. 
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Saying no to refugees

Remembering the victims

Cameron

Opening the door to legal pot?

Mothers for abortion rights
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Moscow
Doping scandal: The World Anti-Doping Agency 
has recommended that Russia be banned from the 
2016 Summer Olympics, because the country is 
allegedly running a state-sponsored scheme to pro-
vide its track-and-field athletes with banned drugs 
and help them cheat drug tests. In a scathing, 
detailed report, the agency said Russian doctors 
and coaches coerce athletes into taking drugs 
and then bribe officials from Russia’s anti- 
doping agency, while security agents stalk the testing labs, intimi-
dating technicians into giving false results. It said Russia intention-
ally destroyed some 1,400 test samples that international inspectors 
had requested. Russian Sports Minister Vitaly Mutko dismissed the 
report, saying that all international athletes use banned drugs and 
that “such exaggerated attention” is only on Russia “because we 
are always competing for the top possible results.”

Sharm el-Sheikh, Egypt
Bomb in plane: U.S. intelligence 
is all but certain that the Metrojet 
plane crash last week over Sharm 
el-Sheikh was caused by a bomb 

that ISIS placed on board. Officials told CNN that British and 
U.S. intercepts of communications from the Sinai branch of 
ISIS indicated that the group had used a bomb to bring down 
Metrojet Flight 9268 to St. Petersburg, killing all 224 crew and 
passengers, mostly Russians. It’s unclear how the bomb got onto 
the plane, although the Associated Press reported that the Sharm 
el-Sheikh airport had a nonworking baggage scanner. British 
Foreign Secretary Philip Hammond also suggested this week that 
incompetent or complicit Egyptian security officials were prob-
ably involved. Egyptian authorities, though, refuse to concede 
that a bomb was to blame, and Egyptian media have denounced 
the theory as a Western conspiracy to undermine the country’s 
tourism industry. 

Amman, Jordan
Americans killed: A veteran police officer opened fire this week 
at a U.S. police training camp in Jordan, killing two U.S. trainers, 
a South African trainer, and two Jordanians, before 
being killed by security forces. The motive is a mystery. 
Relatives of the shooter, Capt. Anwar Abu Zaid, 29, 
said he was an observant Muslim but not a radical, 
and that he was married with 
children. The day of the shooting, 
“he prayed at the mosque and 
headed to work as usual,” his 
brother told The Jordan Times. 
The camp, outside of Amman, 
was originally built in 2003 for 
Americans to train Iraqi police, 
and is now used mostly for train-
ing Palestinian security personnel. 

Yangon, Myanmar
Suu Kyi wins: The party of Nobel 
laureate Aung San Suu Kyi swept 
Myanmar’s elections in a landslide 
this week, marking a stirring vic-
tory for democracy after decades of 
military rule. Under the constitu-
tion the junta wrote after reforms 
began in 2010, the military will still 
control one quarter of the seats in 
parliament, but Suu Kyi’s party, the 
National League for Democracy, took most of the rest. While she 
can’t become president—a clause written to bar her says no one 
whose spouse or children are foreigners can hold the office—she 
will play a key role in government. “The president will be told 
exactly what he can do,” Suu Kyi said. “I make all the decisions, 
because I am the leader of the winning party.” She has already 
called for a national reconciliation meeting with the junta’s generals.

Singapore
China, Taiwan leaders meet: In a milestone 
moment, leaders of China and Taiwan met 
last week for the first time since the countries 
split at the end of China’s civil war in 1949. 

Reflecting the delicate diplomatic stakes, China’s 
Xi Jinping and Taiwan’s Ma Ying-jeou called 
each other “mister” rather than “president” dur-
ing their meeting in Singapore, and reaffirmed 

the “one China” status quo. But the meeting was upbeat, and 
the two smiling men shook hands for well over a minute for the 
cameras. Ma has spent much of his seven years in power deepen-
ing Taipei’s economic ties to Beijing. But Taiwan has an election 
in two months that polls say Ma’s party will lose, and the next 
president is likely to be the pro-independence Tsai Ing-wen. She 
criticized Ma for failing to discuss democracy with Xi.

Bangkok
Dying in custody: Two people under suspicion of slandering 
the Thai royal family have died in jail in the past month. This 
week, Suriyan Sucharitpolwong, a former aide to Crown Prince 
Vajiralongkorn who was also a well-known soothsayer, died in mil-
itary custody. Officials said he had blood poisoning. Another sus-
pect, a policeman, was found hanged in a military cell last month, 
and officials ruled the death a suicide. The two were accused of 
trying to exploit the name of the crown prince to enrich themselves. 
Thailand has extremely strict rules against royal defamation, and 
prosecutions for it have skyrocketed since a military coup last year.
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Ma and Xi

The plane’s flight recorder

Celebrating a win for democracy

Training center; Zaid (inset)

Mutko: Dismissive



People10 NEWS 

Jong’s enduring libido 
Erica Jong is still obsessed with sex, says Tom 
Shone in The Times (U.K.). Now 73, the author 
of the groundbreaking 1973 novel Fear of Flying 
doesn’t find her senior years to be dull. “I hon-
estly think getting older is such a trip,” she says. 
“I sit in California with my adorable nephew, 
who’s a young actor. I look at him and I think, 
‘If I were 40 years younger, I would jump on his 

bones.’” Jong knows how shocking this sounds. “I’m not a luna-
tic. He’s my brother’s son’s kid. But I feel the pleasure of looking 
at a beautiful young man who is 15 years old. Why not? You feel. 
All your life you feel.” Critics have often mocked Jong’s fascina-
tion with sex. “Every time I publish a novel, they give me hell,” 
she says. “Sex, sex, sex, sex, sex. You never quite make your peace 
with it, but you find a moment in your life where you think it’s 
funny. I’m a satirist. They think I am a pornographer.” She also 
rejects the idea that it’s unseemly for someone her age to write 
about longing and lust. “I think our entire lives, we fall in love. 
We need touch. There’s more to sex than the old in-out. You need 
touch your entire life, from the time you’re an infant until the time 
you’re 90.” 

Putin’s sharpest critic 
One of the greatest chess players of all time, Garry Kasparov, 
knows a thing or two about tactics, says Giles Whittell in The 
Times (U.K.). Unfortunately, this hasn’t proved especially useful 
in his second career as a Russian dissident. “In chess, we have 
fixed rules and unpredictable outcomes,” says Kasparov, 52. “In 
Russian politics, we have exactly the reverse.” For years, the for-
mer chess grandmaster has been warning the world of Vladimir 
Putin’s growing megalomania. Now, he says, disaster is inevitable. 
“Internally, if someone like him stays in power for so long, it 
means he’s been successful in eliminating any opposition. He has 
created a desert. What kind of animals survive in a desert? Snakes 
and rats.” Kasparov fled Moscow in 2013, after his friend Boris 
Nemtsov warned him that his life was in danger. Earlier this year, 
Nemtsov—one of Russia’s most outspoken remaining opposition 
politicians—was shot dead near the Kremlin. Kasparov now lives 
in New York. He is always wary of Russians, and “takes no tea 
with strangers.” But it is Putin who is most likely to perish by 
violence, he says. “I can bet my bottom dollar that he will die in 
the Kremlin. He should watch his back, because the moment he 
sleeps, he’ll be out of business. And for him, to be out of business 
doesn’t mean retirement.”

Taylor Swift controls her own destiny, says Chuck Klosterman in 
GQ. The former country singer has won seven Grammy Awards 
and sold tens of millions of albums. But there’s no one managing 
Swift’s career—she makes all the songwriting and strategic deci-
sions herself. “I used to watch Behind the Music every day,” she 
says of the VH1 series that chronicled the rise and fall of famous 
pop artists. “I would see these bands that were doing so well, and 
I’d wonder what went wrong.” Swift, now 25, deduced that most 
artists failed because they became blinded by their success. “A lack 
of self-awareness was always the downfall. That was always the 
catalyst for the loss of relevance and the loss of ambition. So self-
awareness has been a huge part of what I try to achieve.” When 
Swift released 1989, her first pop album, her label tried to convince 
her to throw in a few country elements, like some fiddle and steel 
guitar, to keep her original fan base. “I could tell they’d all gotten 
together and decided, ‘We gotta talk some sense into her.’ I was 
trying to make the most honest record I could possibly make, and 
they were kind of asking me to be a little disingenuous about it: 
‘Let’s capitalize on both markets.’ No, let’s not. Let’s choose a lane.”
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Swift’s total control

Blake Shelton and Gwen Stefani have 
gone public with their new relationship, 

as Stefani’s divorce from her estranged 
husband, Gavin Rossdale, grew ugly 
amid mutual adultery accusations.  
Country singer Shelton and pop 
star Stefani, who co-star as judges 
on The Voice, “are longtime 
friends who have very recently 
started dating,” Stefani’s spokes-
person confirmed. Stefani and 
Rossdale recently announced 
the end of their 13-year mar-
riage, and shortly after, Shelton 
announced his own divorce from 
fellow country singer Miranda 

Lambert. Rossdale now suspects 

that Stefani became involved with Shelton 
while he and she were still married, saysTMZ 
.com. But Stefani responded with a leak of 
her own: Rossdale admitted cheating on her 
for three years with the family nanny, Us 
Magazine reported. Rossdale, who has three 
children with Stefani, is reportedly seeking 
$50 million from her, plus monthly spousal 
support of about $50,000. 

A wannabe thief chose the wrong victim 
when he snatched Serena Williams’ phone 
from a San Francisco restaurant—only to be 
chased down by the tennis superstar in the 
street. In a surveillance video, Williams, 34, 
is seen racing down the street to catch the 
thief. “He began to run but I was too fast,” 
recounted Williams on Facebook. Having 
caught up with the man, Williams asked in 
“the most menacing yet calm no-nonsense 

voice” whether he had “accidentally” taken 
the wrong phone. “Gosh, you know what—
I did!” Williams said he replied. On her return 
to the restaurant, she got a  standing ovation.

Halle Berry is divorcing her third husband, 
Olivier Martinez, prompting some sharp 
words from her first husband, David Justice. 
In a series of tweets, Justice accused Berry 
of trying to “destroy” his character after 
their own marriage broke down in the 1990s, 
and warned Martinez that Berry could do 
the same to him. Justice, a former baseball 
player, said that Berry allowed untrue rumors 
to spread that he had assaulted her, and 
that she also later damaged the reputations 
of exes Eric Benet and Gabriel Aubry. “Me, 
Eric, Gabriel, and Olivier were all her ‘Knight 
in Shining Armor’ until it ends,” Justice 
claimed. “Just wait, Olivier…it’s coming!” 
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Why is the site so important? 
The Temple Mount is holy to both 
Muslims and Jews, and to Christians as 
well. A rectangular platform covering 
35 acres of Jerusalem, it is revered by 
Jews as the place where God gathered 
together the dust to create Adam and 
where Abraham almost sacrificed his son 
Isaac. In about 1000 B.C., King Solomon 
built the First Temple there. That struc-
ture was destroyed by the Babylonians, 
and the Second Temple was built in 
516 B.C. and destroyed by the Romans 
in 70 A.D. The inner sanctuary of the 
temple, which housed the Ark of the 
Covenant, was called the Holy of Holies, 
a place where only the high priest was 
allowed to set foot. Since nobody knows 
exactly where the sanctuary stood, religious Jews are forbidden even 
today from entering the entire compound. They pray instead at the 
Western Wall, a remnant of the Second Temple’s outer courtyard. 

Why is it holy to Muslims? 
Called the Noble Sanctuary by Muslims, the site is the third- 

holiest place in Islam, after Mecca and Medina. The Quran says 
that the Prophet Mohammed took a miraculous night journey to 
Jerusalem on a winged horse in 621. There, he ascended to heaven 
and spoke with Allah, before returning to Mecca the same night. 
It was on this journey that Mohammed received from Allah many 
of the main tenets of Islam, such as the requirement to pray five 
times a day. After the Muslim conquest of Jerusalem in 637, the 
Umayyad caliphs built the Al-Aqsa Mosque and the beautiful 
Dome of the Rock—the gold-domed structure that is Jerusalem’s 
most recognizable monument—on the site. The dome is said to be 
on the site where Mohammed rose to heaven, while the mosque is 
where he first arrived in Jerusalem. 

Who governs the Temple Mount? 
Muslims have controlled access to the 
site since 1187, when Arabs took back 
Jerusalem from the Crusaders. An 
Islamic trust, or waqf, administered 
the site, and Jews were not allowed to 
enter. After the Six-Day War in 1967, 
the Temple Mount area became part of 
occupied Israeli territory. The defense 
minister at the time, Moshe Dayan, met 
with Muslim leaders and reached a new 
agreement. The waqf would continue 
to administer the Noble Sanctuary, but 
Jews would be allowed to enter the site 
as tourists, but could not pray there.

Has that arrangement worked? 
It has been the source of great friction, 
with zealots on both sides objecting 
to the status quo. Far-right, ultra-
Zionist groups associated with the late 
Rabbi Meir Kahane have for decades 
demanded that Jews be allowed to pray 
on the Temple Mount—something 

 forbidden in the Talmud as well as by 
the Israeli Supreme Court. In 1982, 
Alan Goodman, an American Jewish 
radical and an Israeli soldier, burst 
into the Dome of the Rock and started 
spraying machine-gun fire, killing two 
people. He served 15 years in prison. 
After that, tensions remained high and 
Muslims periodically threw rocks at 
Jews praying at the Western Wall. In 
2000, the late Prime Minister Ariel 
Sharon, then leader of the opposi-
tion, and Reuven Rivlin, who is now 
Israel’s president, made a very public 
visit to the Temple Mount, sur rounded 
by hundreds of Israeli police, to dem-
onstrate Israelis’ right to go there. 
Palestinians rioted across Jerusalem, 

and the Second Intifada erupted.

How did the current violence start? 
Late last year, one of the radical rabbis who advocated Jewish 
control of the Temple Mount was shot in an assassination attempt 
by a Palestinian, who was later killed by Israeli forces. Violent 
clashes followed, and Israeli security briefly closed off access to 
the site. Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas called 
that closure “a declaration of war.” Ever since, rumors have 
spread among Palestinians and the Palestinian media that Israel 
is planning to take over administration of the entire complex. 
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s government has consistently 
denied that, and the Israeli Supreme Court has repeatedly ruled 
that Jews may not pray there, but belief in an Israeli takeover has 
incited a recent spate of knife attacks on Jews. Palestinians say 
that increases in the Jewish population in Arab neighborhoods of 
East Jerusalem and new archaeological digs in the Temple Mount 
area “all seem to send the message that ‘We are here to stay, we 
are here to rule, this belongs to us,’” says Hussein Ibish of the 
American Task Force on Palestine. 

How has Israel responded? 
It is trying to crack down on the 
 zealots on both sides. Last week, 
Israeli police banned prominent 
right-wing activist Dov Morel not 
just from the Temple Mount but also 
from the entire city of Jerusalem for 
six months. Israeli security also shut 
down a Palestinian radio station that 
it said was encouraging attacks on 
Jews, and it set up checkpoints in 
Palestinian neighborhoods of East 
Jerusalem. But Abbas has continued 
to assert that the Netanyahu govern-
ment is in league with far-right groups 
and is trying to change the status of 
the Temple Mount. As long as this 
“deceitful propaganda” continues, 
says Israeli writer Akiva Eldar, “it 
is the average person, Israeli and 
Palestinian alike, who will end up suf-
fering the most.”

Briefing NEWS 11

Palestinian protesters at the Dome of the Rock

The struggle over the Temple Mount
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Denying the Temples existed 
The waqf forbids archaeological digs on the 
Temple Mount/Noble Sanctuary, because it 
is holy ground and an active site of worship. 
But in 1996, the waqf made an alteration to 
the sanctuary, converting the Templar-era 
structure known as Solomon’s Stables into a 
mosque. Hundreds of tons of soil and rocks 
were trucked out during the construction, and 
Israeli historians were outraged. Israeli authori-
ties later found many Jewish Temple relics in 
the dirt trucked from the site, including coins 
with Hebrew writing that refer to the Temple. 
The waqf was widely accused of attempting to 
hide evidence of the existence of the Jewish 
Temples, which many Palestinian leaders say 
never existed. That debate continues to rage. 
“The Aqsa Mosque was an Islamic mosque 
since the world was created,” said Sheikh 
Muhammad Ahmad Hussein, the grand mufti 
of Jerusalem, just last month. “It was never 
anything other than a mosque.”

Rumors that Israel will take over Temple Mount have infuriated Palestinians, fueling a new wave of violence.
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An Oregon woman who 
thought she’d won $8.5 mil-
lion on a slot machine was 
told by casino officials the 
machine had malfunctioned, 
so she’d have to settle for 
$80. Veronica Castillo had 
bet $100 when the machine 
began flashing and showed 
that she’d won millions. But 
management at Lucky Eagle 
Casino in Washington state 
claimed the game offered a 
maximum jackpot of $20,000. 
“The win claimed by Ms. 
Castillo is not legally or 
practically possible on the 
machine,” said spokesman 
Joseph Dupuis. “To me, it’s 
cheating,” said Castillo, who 
plans to sue. 

A calf rescued from the 
slaughterhouse by a Cali-
fornia teenager apparently 
believes he’s a dog. Shaylee 
Hubbs says that after she 
brought the calf home to her 
family’s Danville, Calif., ranch, 
it bonded 
with the 
three family 
dogs—and 
started mim-
icking them. 
“He watches 
how they eat 
their food 
and drink water from their 
bowls and he copies them 
and he even lies in their dog 
beds,” said Hubbs, 17. She 
says the calf really loves her 
Great Dane and once “began 
to try to nurse” him. 

A New York City juror’s 
disgruntled Facebook posts 
caused a mistrial. Kimberly 
Ellis was serving on a robbery 
case when she complained 
the process was “inefficient,” 
adding, “I’m dying from 
boredom.” Ellis later vented 
about jury deliberations, 
“God help me. The other 
jurors don’t trust the police 
and want to outright dismiss 
the confessions.” After a 
Facebook “friend” tipped off 
authorities, Ellis was found in 
contempt of court and fined 
$1,000. “I continued my per-
sonal life as if I was not there 
to judge a trial,” she admitted. 
“I was naïve.”

It must be true...
I read it in the tabloids

Yale University students are behaving “like bullies even as they see 
themselves as victims,” said Conor Friedersdorf. A member of the 
faculty recently sent out a very respectful, even deferential email to 
students on the now-controversial topic of Halloween costumes, which 
often spark accusations of racism or “cultural appropriation.” The 
faculty member, Erika Christakis, told students that she was not going 
to impose any costume standards on them, and that as young adults, 
they should work out among themselves how to “avoid offense,” while 
not overreacting. A group of students reacted with outrage, shouting 
and cursing at Christakis and her professor husband and demanding 
that they resign their role overseeing student life at a college residence. 
It was not their job to create “an intellectual space,” one enraged stu-
dent screamed, but to create a safe “home” free of anything that would 
offend her. Students who disagreed were later spit on. The illiberal 
intolerance on display here is deeply troubling. Privileged Yalies suffer-
ing from intense feelings of victimization either “need help from mental 
health professionals” or have been “grievously ill-served by debilitating 
ideological notions about what ought to cause them pain.”

“The future of conservatism is tied up with the future of marriage,” said 
Ramesh Ponnuru. When National Review helped midwife the birth of 
modern conservatism 50 years ago, we focused primarily on libertarian 
economics, because conservative moral values were deeply entrenched 
in society. Not so today. “The decline of the family is what most needs 
resisting in our time.” Abundant evidence shows that children gener-
ally do better academically, economically, and behaviorally “when they 
are raised by parents who are married to each other.” Adults who go 
unmarried or raise children without a partner, meanwhile, are more 
likely to struggle personally and economically, and “need the support of 
the state” to survive. People who depend on the state are not likely to 
see the merit of conservative ideas or to vote Republican. To promote 
a healthy and free society, conservatives should now focus on helping 
families flourish. “If we put our minds to it,” we can devise policies that 
will encourage people to raise their children in healthy marriages. Fami-
lies provide the foundation people need to be successful in a challenging 
and chaotic world, “and we need them to be strong.”

As delegates prepare for the forthcoming climate talks in Paris, they 
need to accept some “sobering realities,” said Steven Koonin. The 
modest cuts in greenhouse gas emissions collectively proposed by the 
world’s nations will fall far short of what climatologists say is needed 
to prevent dangerous warming, so we must start putting money and 
ideas into “adaptation” to a changed climate. As the global population 
grows to 9.7 billion people by 2050 and the middle class expands in 
the developing world, total energy demand is expected to increase by 
50 percent. There is virtually no chance any major nation will adopt 
the drastic reductions in emissions necessary to keep warming within 
“safe” levels of below 2 degrees Celsius. Even a “heroic” 20 percent 
reduction in emissions, instead of the 3 percent now proposed, would 
delay the projected doubling of carbon dioxide concentration by just 
10 years. That’s why we should focus on adapting to rising tempera-
tures—by raising sea walls, shifting to drought-resistant crops, and 
increasing our understanding of how climate works. Our species has 
adapted to dramatic changes in climate before. “The reality is that hu-
mans must continue to adapt.”

The growing
intolerance 
on campuses
Conor Friedersdorf

TheAtlantic.com

World must
adapt to
climate change
Steven Koonin

The New York Times

Why marriage
is crucial to
conservatism
Ramesh Ponnuru

National Review

“Donald Trump is somehow enjoying the presidential vetting season as a 
spectator instead of a target. For about a quarter of the Republican electorate, 

there is apparently no scandal that could rock their high regard. What would it even mean for Trump 
to inflate his resume when his whole campaign is a hyperbolic inflation of his resume? How do you 
accuse Trump of mishandling his checkbook when he brags of bilking hapless investors through the 
bankruptcy laws, or makes money through gaming businesses that prey on gambling addicts and 
low-income people? What does it mean that a significant portion of prospective GOP voters are seri-
ously considering a leader who can’t be embarrassed because he is incapable of shame and expecta-
tions are already so low?” Michael Gerson in The Washington Post

Viewpoint
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MAINE
LOBSTERBAKE
8 Spectacular Summer Days of Cruising

www.americancruiselines.com

Reservations offi ce open 7 days a week

 Toll-Free 1-800-460-4591

The new Independence

Artists, writers, and travelers have sought 

inspiration, beauty and fun along the Maine 

coast for centuries. This summer, discover 

Maine for yourself with American Cruise 

Lines. The new ship Independence will 

bring you to all of Maine’s most popular 

towns including Bar Harbor, Camden, and 

Boothbay Harbor. Experience small ship 

cruising done perfectly™.

Call today for a free brochure.

1.  It’s all-American. Domestic ports of call, 
American crew, and U.S.-fl agged ships.

2.  Personalized service, fi ne dining, 
and congenial camaraderie.

3.  Brand new ships carrying 100 passengers in 
spacious, well-appointed staterooms and suites.  

Top 3 Reasons to Cruise 
with American Cruise Lines
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UNITED KINGDOM
The British couldn’t care less that the govern-
ment is watching our every move, said Jonathan 
Freedland. The Germans, who have some experi-
ence with state authoritarianism, were appalled 
by the revelations about NSA surveillance and 
European governments’ complicity in it. They 
responded en masse by covering their laptop 
cameras with duct tape so the NSA won’t stare 
at them as they Skype. Britons, though, simply 
shrugged. We tend to see our intelligence services 
as fundamentally the good guys, personified by 
James Bond. In all the 007 movies, the state, act-
ing through M, sends Bond out to protect British 
values. Contrast that with the typical American 

spy thriller, such as Mission Impossible or the 
Jason Bourne movies, “where the hero has to 
go rogue to do good, breaking from the wicked 
plotters back in HQ.” Perhaps this inherent trust 
is a legacy of World War II. British intelligence 
“still bears the halo of its finest hour, deliv-
ered by the code-breaking geniuses of Bletchley 
Park, the legend of Alan Turing, and those who 
cracked Enigma.” Or go back further still, to the 
British spies who warned of the approach of the 
Spanish armada. Now, nearly two-thirds of Brits 
say they trust the intelligence services “to behave 
responsibly.” Should that make us feel reassured? 
Or scared?

The U.S. is profiting off its role as the world’s 
anti-corruption cop, said Paul-Albert Iweins. 
American prosecutors are using provisions of the 
U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act to exact huge 
fines from French companies such as Alstom, 
BNP Paribas, and Total. In many cases, the “con-
nections with the United States were tenuous” at 
best. For the Americans to declare jurisdiction, 
it’s enough that the transaction was denominated 
in dollars, or that relevant emails passed through 
a U.S. server. The result is “a menacing conversa-
tion between U.S. prosecutors and the targeted 
company.” If you agree to rework your practices 

to our standards, the Americans say, we will ac-
cept a very big fine. If you refuse, your company’s 
officers “will no longer be safe in the U.S.” They 
could be arrested there, and in any case the U.S. 
market will be closed to your products. The loser 
in this situation is the French state, which by 
right should be receiving any fines paid by French 
companies. Yet France can’t prosecute corruption 
crimes the way the U.S. can, because here no plea 
bargain can exclude a criminal penalty. This is 
one area where France—indeed, the EU—should 
change the law to resemble that of the U.S. There 
are “hundreds of millions of dollars” at stake.
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Catalonia has exploded in “dem-
ocratic revolution,” said Vicent 
Partal in Vilaweb.cat. In its first 
session since the September re-
gional election, the new Catalan 
Parliament has declared, with 
a vote of 72-63, “the start of a 
process toward the creation of an 
independent Catalan state in the 
form of a republic” and a “pro-
cess of democratic disconnection 
not subject to the decisions by 
the institutions of the Spanish 
state.” Up until now, Spain has 
had the tacit consent of the Cata-
lans to govern them, but now “it 
has lost that consent.” We are 
casting off the oppressors’ yoke.

Unilateral secession is a “grave tactical mistake” for the Catalan 
independence movement, said La Vanguardia in an editorial. It’s 
“flatly unconstitutional” and will not be recognized anywhere in 
the EU, least of all Madrid. Even some of those who voted for 
this “hyperbolic and poorly written motion” seemed unenthusi-
astic; there was very little cheering or even smiling on the Parlia-
ment floor. Maybe the lawmakers realized they had upended the 
entire premise of the independence movement, which has always 
been based on “gradualism and tranquility.” An abrupt rupture 
is “not what we voted for.” The pro-secessionist parties won a 
majority of seats in September’s election with only 48 percent of 
the vote. For them to yank Catalonia out of Spain is “not intel-
ligent. It’s not fair. It’s not necessary.” The attempt will only end 

up hardening Madrid against the 
Catalan cause.

In fact, Madrid will take im-
mediate action to prevent the 
de facto breakup of Spain, said 
El País. This illegal act requires 
“the use of all tools at the state’s 
disposal—legal, political, and 
 institutional—to defend democ-
racy and the law.” The one bright 
spot is that after years of cod-
dling the separatists, Prime Min-
ister Mariano Rajoy has finally 
found his spine. “Catalonia is 
not going anywhere,” he said un-
equivocally this week. “Nothing 
is going to break.” If he expects 

to keep his word, said ABC, Rajoy must unleash “urgent police 
measures” to show the secessionists the gravity of what they have 
done. Separatist leader Artur Mas and his cohorts have “commit-
ted treason” and should be arrested and tried “like any common 
criminal.” Catalonia’s perfidy is the most severe attack on Spain 
since the coup attempt in 1981. It cannot go unpunished.

These next few weeks will determine whether Catalan indepen-
dence succeeds or fails, said Barcelona’s El Punt Avui. The seces-
sion resolution gives the Catalan government just 30 days to start 
working on a new constitution and begin creating a separate 
tax office and social security administration. We must start right 
away. Those who hesitate will be left out of the process. “History 
doesn’t wait for doubters.”

Complacent
about being
spied on
Jonathan Freedland

The Guardian

FRANCE

A subdued reaction after the controversial vote

Letting the U.S.
pocket 
French fines
Paul-Albert Iweins

Le Monde
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Dalits in India are no longer safe, said Nidheesh 
J. Villatt. Since the Hindu nationalist government 
of Narendra Modi came to power last year, it has 
“fanned a climate of intolerance” not only against 
Muslims, as had been feared, but also against 
Dalits, the caste once known as Untouchables. One 
Dalit student was killed by a mob for the offense 
of having a ringtone on his phone that praised 
the “legendary Dalit icon and father of the Indian 
constitution,” B.R. Ambedkar. In just a year, such 
brutally violent crimes against Dalits, including 
lynchings and rapes, have soared 20 percent. Many 
of these attacks go unprosecuted, and when ac-

cused perpetrators are brought to court, a shocking 
70 per cent are acquitted—beneficiaries of a justice 
system that favors upper-caste Hindus. Moreover, 
Dalits are being disenfranchised. Modi’s party, 
the BJP, has already changed laws in several states 
to require candidates for office to have a middle-
school education and a functioning toilet in their 
home—provisions clearly aimed at barring Dalits 
from running. The sense of impunity comes from 
the top. Modi has written that Dalits voluntarily 
accept their lowly status as “bestowed upon them 
by the gods.” Expect more violence “unleashed by 
Hindutva terror.”

It’s not just Okinawa—all of Japan is still under 
the thumb of the U.S. military, said Toshihiro Ya-
manaka. Officials on Okinawa have been tussling 
with Tokyo over where to relocate U.S. military 
bases, and many Japanese see the sovereignty 
issue as limited to the island. In fact, the mainland 
shares “the same humiliation in times of crisis, 
due to the U.S. military presence.” The U.S. as-
sumes jurisdiction when any accident occurs 
anywhere near its bases, and young U.S. Marines, 
just 19 or 20 years old, end up giving orders in an 
“arrogant manner” to seasoned Japanese profes-
sionals. When a fire broke out at a U.S. Army 

depot in Kanagawa Prefecture, for example, 51 
firefighters from the city of Sagamihara were on 
the scene first, yet they were not allowed to battle 
the blaze until the U.S. military arrived with eight 
firefighters to boss the Japanese around. If one 
of the Americans’ unreliable Osprey helicopters 
were to crash in the middle of Tokyo, unleashing 
mayhem and mass casualties, U.S. troops could 
bar Tokyo police and fire officials from respond-
ing to the scene. Mainland Japan is “being treated 
like a dependency or a subject province” of the 
United States. How long will our leaders continue 
to stand for this?N
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Why it’s
open season
on Dalits
Nidheesh J. Villatt

Tehelka

Subordinate
to the U.S.
military
Toshihiro Yamanaka

Asahi Shimbun

Well, now we know how to get a 
dithering President Obama to make 
a decision, said Kelly McParland in 
the National Post. “Just ask him not 
to.” TransCanada has been wait-
ing and waiting for the president to 
make up his mind whether to approve 
the Keystone XL pipeline extension, 
which would run from the Alberta 
oil sands down to coastal refineries in 
Texas. The company has been waiting 
since 2007, in fact. Finally last week 
it asked Obama to delay his decision 
until after a pending Nebraska court 
case, hoping perhaps that whoever is 
elected to the White House next year might be more amenable 
to the cause. That was enough to prompt Obama to issue his 
final verdict: No. It was “the diplomatic equivalent of ‘Up 
yours, TransCanada.’” 

Obama’s hypocritical decision was entirely political, said  Lorrie 
Goldstein in the Toronto Sun. The U.S. president does not be-
lieve the “hysterical and unscientific claims” by radical environ-
mentalists that Keystone would contribute excessively to global 
 warming—he knows that without the pipeline, the oil will be 
shipped anyway, and by rail, which generates higher emissions. 
In fact, he’s not even an environmentalist. During his presidency, 
Obama has approved enough oil and gas pipelines “to more 
than encircle the Earth.” The worst oil spill in U.S. history, the 
Deepwater Horizon disaster, happened on his watch, and he has 
made the U.S. into the world’s largest producer of oil, surpassing 
the Saudis, and the largest producer of natural gas, beating the 

Russians. Obama has cynically used 
the blocking of Keystone to “burnish 
his nonexistent credentials as a green 
president” ahead of the upcoming 
U.N. climate summit in Paris.

Keystone was the sacrificial lamb, 
said The Globe and Mail in an edi-
torial, because it had become a lit-
mus test for U.S. environmentalists. 
“This one pipeline—not all pipe-
lines, just this one—was a signifier” 
of a politician’s environmental cred. 
Some argued that low oil prices 
made Keystone less viable, but that’s 

a red herring. Keystone had “long ago crossed from the world 
of rational cost-benefit analysis into the realm of emotions and 
symbols.” The oil will move regardless, only now it will move 
less safely and less efficiently, thanks to U.S. politics. 

Let’s just be glad this chapter is closed, said Tim Harper in the 
Toronto Star. Keystone has been poisoning U.S.-Canada rela-
tions for years. A “parade of Canadian politicians” marched 
from Ottawa to Washington to plead TransCanada’s case so 
shrilly that Canadians in general came to be seen as “an irri-
tant.” Former Prime Minister Stephen Harper unwisely insisted 
to Obama that he would “not take no for an answer,” and the 
two men never got along. Now we have a new prime minister, 
Justin Trudeau, whose Liberal Party supported Keystone but, 
unlike the Conservatives, did not see it as central to the U.S. 
relationship. Perhaps now, “from the ashes of a dead pipeline 
project,” a new relationship can arise.

How they see us: Canada gets a ‘no’ on Keystone

Obama delivering the pipeline rejection 
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Rural adolescents are 
committing suicide at 
roughly twice the rate of 
their urban peers, and 
suicide rates for all age 
groups grew by 20 percent 
in rural states from 2004 to 
2013. The highest suicide 
rates are in Wyoming, 
Alaska, and Montana—
states where isolation is 
commonplace. 
The New York Times

More than 300 veter-
ans are on death row in 
various U.S. states—about 
10 per cent of those con-
demned to die, according 
to a new report by the 
Death Penalty Information 
Center. Many appear to 
suffer from mental illness 
or post-traumatic stress 
disorder incurred during 
their military service.
The New Yorker 

Self-driving 
cars have 

logged 
more than 
a million 
miles, ac-
cording to 

research from the Univer-
sity of Michigan. During 
that time they have been in 
a total of 11 mostly minor 
crashes, and all of those 
were the fault of the drivers 
of the other cars. 
Vox.com

Sixteen of the 31 min-
isters in new Canadian 
PM Justin Trudeau’s first 
cabinet chose to swear in 
without the religious oath 
“so help me God.”
Qz.com

The Earth’s average 
temperature has risen 
by 1.02 degrees Celsius 
(1.8 degrees Fahrenheit) 
over historic norms, as 
carbon dioxide levels have 
surpassed 400 parts per 
million for the first time in 
recent history, according 
to the World Meteorologi-
cal Organization. The year 
2015 is on track to surpass 
2014 as the hottest year in 
human history.
The Washington Post 

Culture wars: A conservative backlash
“Liberals are losing the culture wars,” 
said Molly Ball in TheAtlantic.com. 
That may sound laughable coming 
so soon after the legalization of gay 
marriage, but it’s the only reason-
able explanation for the surprise 
results in last week’s off-year elec-
tions. The biggest shock was in 
Kentucky, where Republican Matt 
Bevin won the gubernatorial race 
after attacking Obamacare and champi-
oning Kim Davis, the county clerk 
who went to jail for refusing to 
issue same-sex marriage licenses. In the “strongly 
Democratic” city of Houston, voters resound-
ingly rejected a nondiscrimination ordinance that 
opponents had warned would allow transgender 
people in women’s restrooms. Ohio rejected legis-
lation legalizing recreational marijuana; San Fran-
cisco voted out the sheriff who had defended the 
city’s controversial “sanctuary policy” for illegal 
immigrants. Other factors affected these results, 
but it would appear that “the Left has misread 
the electorate’s enthusiasm for social change.”

Democrats are actually divided on many of these 
issues, said Kevin Williamson in NationalReview 
.com. The wealthy white liberals who run the 
party—the Hillary Clintons, the Nancy Pelosis—
think all Democrats share their zeal for progres-
sive social change. In reality, African-American 
and Hispanic voters simply aren’t enthusiastic 

about gay marriage and the rights of “so-
called transsexuals.” The Democrats’ 

“Pyrrhic victories” are destroying 
their chances at the ballot box, said 
Megan McArdle in  Bloomberg 
View.com. Under President 
Obama, the party has lost more 
than 900 state legislature seats, 12 

governors, 69 House seats, and 13 
Senate seats. This isn’t just depriving 

Democrats of legislative power—it’s 
also preventing them from nurtur-
ing a bench of future presidential 

candidates. Without viable, experienced office 
holders, Democrats will lose presidential elections 
despite “their demographic advantages.”

“Relax already,” said Michael Tomasky in The 
DailyBeast.com. Democrats invariably suffer in 
nonpresidential-year elections, when turnout of 
young and minority voters is low; in Kentucky, a 
measly 31 percent of eligible voters made it to the 
ballot box. Plus, voters almost always punish a 
party when it controls the White House for two 
terms. Nonetheless, Democrats are clearly hav-
ing trouble “firing up the party faithful,” said the 
Chicago Tribune in an editorial. While the GOP 
stokes the base’s outrage over religious freedom 
and the infamous Planned Parenthood videos, 
Democrats “have no comparable causes.” If they 
want to avoid further losses next year, including 
the White House,  “they had better up their game.”

Noted

Boy, this is entertaining, said Amanda Marcotte 
in Salon.com—the Bushes have started to “eat 
themselves alive.” In an authorized biography 
published this week, former President George 
H.W. Bush has torn into two of the leading fig-
ures in his son’s administration. Dick Cheney, he 
said, “built his own empire” as George W. Bush’s 
vice president, and damaged the administration 
with his “iron-ass” philosophy of using “force 
to get our way.” Bush 41 is even more scath-
ing about Bush 43’s defense secretary, Donald 
Rumsfeld, calling him an “arrogant fellow” with 
a “lack of humility.” In fairness, “Poppy”—now 
91—doesn’t “fully absolve his son,” said Ed 
O’Keefe and Dan Balz in The Washington Post. 
He criticizes George W. for using “hot rhetoric” 
such as the term “axis of evil,” and acknowledges 
that “the buck stops” in the Oval Office. 

Poppy’s “scathing remarks” on Rumsfeld are 
“rooted in tensions dating back to the Ford 
administration,” said David Graham in The 
Atlantic.com. When Rumsfeld was Ford’s chief 
of staff, he helped prevent the senior Bush from 
securing the vice presidential nomination. But 
this biography isn’t just about Oval Office 
intrigue. It also puts on the record what every-

one  suspected—that Bush Sr. “really did have 
substantive disagreements” with his son’s foreign 
policy. Shame he didn’t share them at the time, 
said Maureen Dowd in The New York Times. 
“Like many uptight, upper-class families, the 
Bushes seem oddly unable to directly confront 
tensions and resentments and talk to each other 
candidly.” Dubya admitted last week his father 
“never expressed” doubts to him about Cheney, 
Rumsfeld, or his hawkish response to 9/11 either 
during his presidency or afterward. Usually these 
WASP family disputes end in sullen silences and 
ruptured relationships. “In the case of the Bushes, 
it ended up rupturing the globe.”

This all comes at a terrible time for poor Jeb, 
said Chris Cillizza in WashingtonPost.com. 
The younger Bush has struggled throughout his 
presidential campaign to convince voters he’s 
“his own man.” Now, with his campaign already 
badly faltering, his dad publishes a book that 
will force him to spend yet more time talking 
about his brother, his fath er, 9/11, and Iraq. Jeb’s 
surname has provided him with money, endorse-
ments, “and a million other intangibles.” But it’s 
also ensnared him in a complex family legacy 
that he can’t seem to escape.

The Bushes: ‘Poppy’ sets the record straight

Houston, we have a problem.
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“Ambition is a dream with 
a V-8 engine.” 

Elvis Presley, quoted in  
The Wall Street Journal

 “Any girl can be glamor-
ous. All you have to do is 

stand still and look stupid.” 
Hedy Lamarr, quoted in Time 

“If you can accept losing, 
you can’t win.” 

Vince Lombardi, quoted in  
The Orlando Sentinel 

“Outside of a dog, a book 
is your best friend. Inside of 
a dog, it’s too dark to read.” 

Groucho Marx, quoted in  
The Denver Post 

“The greatest obstacle to 
living is expectancy, which 
hangs upon tomorrow and 

loses today.”  
Seneca, quoted in 
BrainPickings.org

“Our most dangerous 
tendency is to expect too 
much of government, and 
at the same time do for it 

too little.” 
Warren G. Harding, quoted in 

the Associated Press

“Anyone who thinks that 
they are too small to make 

a difference has never 
tried to fall asleep with a 
mosquito in the room.” 
Former New Jersey gover-

nor Christine Todd Whitman, 
quoted in BookReporter.com
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Poll watch
45% of Americans think 

that climate change is a 
serious problem, compared 
with 74% of Latin Ameri-
cans, 61% of Africans, and 
54% of Europeans. But 
people in the Middle East 
(38%) and China (18%) are 
less concerned about global 
warming than Americans.
Pew Research Center

45% of lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, and transgender 
Americans living with a 
same-sex partner are now 
married, up from 38% who 
reported being married 
in June. That means that 
approximately 972,000 
Americans are currently in 
a same-sex marriage. 
Gallup
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Rubio: Are his finances a problem?
Questions about Sen. 
Marco Rubio’s “messy 
finances” aren’t going away, 
said Jeremy Peters in The 
New York Times. Bowing 
to pressure from Republi-
can rivals and media critics, 
the Republican presidential 
hopeful last week released 
monthly statements from a 
Republican Party American 
Express credit card he used 
while a state legislator. The 
full records show Rubio 
charged $22,003 in personal expenses on the 
card from 2005 to 2008—ranging from movie 
tickets and meals to $3,756 to buy tiles for his 
home and $10,000 for a family reunion. Rubio 
attributes the charges to pulling out the wrong 
card and other errors, and his campaign said 
he’d reimbursed all personal charges to the party, 
though it did not provide proof. “In hindsight, 
I would do it different to avoid all this confu-
sion,” Rubio said. “I obviously don’t come from 
a wealthy family.”
 
So “where exactly is the scandal?” asked Charles 
C.W. Cooke in NationalReview.com. Did Rubio 
stick the GOP with the tab or did he profit in 
any way? “Not even close.” Like millions of 
Americans, he simply used a company charge 
card for some personal expenses, then paid up. 

“No brown envelopes; no 
secret transfers from the 
Caymans; no accusations 
of quid pro quo. There’s 
nothing.” Rubio has made 
mistakes, but he’s also 
grappled with “difficult 
financial decisions that 
Americans who are not as 
wealthy as Donald Trump 
have to make every day.”

But not all of us live 
beyond our means or 

charge home improvements to the company credit 
card, said Rhonda Swan in the Florida Sun- 
Sentinel. Despite an income in excess of $100,000 
as a lawyer and politician, Rubio has constantly 
had money trouble—suggesting he lacks “matu-
rity and wisdom.” He nearly foreclosed on a 
second home over late mortgage payments, and 
liquidated $68,000 from an IRA, incurring a 
steep tax penalty. Is this the guy Americans want 
to hire “to rein in spending and slash U.S. debt”? 
Maybe voters will appreciate that Rubio can feel 
their financial pain, said Kimberly A. Strassel in 
The Wall Street Journal, but “Americans like 
winners,” and Rubio’s financial struggles feed into 
concerns about his “youth and inexperience.” To 
make the doubts go away, Rubio has to display 
extraordinary competence in the campaign ahead 
“to show he’s come out of all of it smarter.”

Something truly disturbing is happening to 
middle-aged white Americans, said Jesse Singal 
in NYMag.com. In a new study, two Princeton 
economists revealed last week that white Ameri-
cans ages 45 to 54—particularly those with less 
than a college education—are dying at a startling 
rate. While other demographic groups in the U.S. 
and in other developed countries are enjoying lon-
ger and healthier lives, the mortality rate for white 
middle-aged Americans has risen half a percent 
annually between 1999 and 2013—the equiva-
lent of 500,000 additional deaths, or about 40 
times the number of dead in West Africa’s Ebola 
epidemic. What’s killing these Americans is even 
more disturbing, said Olga Khazan in  TheAtlantic.
com. “It’s suicide, alcohol, and drug poisonings.” 
As manufacturing and construction jobs have 
evaporated and wages have stagnated, blue-collar 
workers have turned to alcohol and opioids to 
numb their misery. To put it bluntly: “Middle-aged 
white Americans are dying of despair.” 

Economics alone can’t explain this grim phe-
nomenon, said Ben Boychuk in the Los Angeles 
Daily News. There’s been a “profound shift in the 
culture” over the past 15 years. Today, 1 out of 9 
Americans subsists on government disability pay-

ments provided by our bloated welfare state. Fam-
ily life has  disintegrated—the divorce rate among 
those over age 50 has doubled—while “religion, 
once a source of community support, continues 
to wane.” With their lives increasingly devoid of 
any meaning, it’s no surprise a growing number 
of white Americans turn to “booze, drugs, video 
games, porn, or whatever else dulls the pain.” 

That may be partly true, said Ross Douthat in 
The New York Times. But don’t forget that black 
and Hispanic Americans have their own problems 
with family structure, and “lag whites in wealth 
by far”—yet they aren’t experiencing the same 
mortality crisis. Why? Minorities have had lower 
expectations, and thus show more resilience in 
the face of poverty and disappointment; white, 
 working-class Americans grew up believing they 
were the country’s hardworking backbone, and 
would have better lives than their parents. A 
widespread feeling of “dispossession” now haunts 
them. The result is an “existential despair” akin 
to that felt by Russians after the Soviet Union’s 
collapse, said Paul Krugman, also in the Times. 
“We’re looking at people who were raised to 
believe in the American Dream, and are coping 
badly with its failure to come true.” 

The working class: Dying of despair

Rubio: Mistakes were made.



Airbnb just won a “crucial battle” in the in-
tensifying war over the sharing economy, said 
Emily Alpert Reyes and David Zahniser in 
the Los Angeles Times. After a bitterly fought 
election campaign, voters in San Francisco 
soundly defeated a ballot measure that would 
have put strict limits on short-term rentals 
in the city—Airbnb’s home turf. Local critics 
accused Airbnb of disrupting Bay Area neigh-
borhoods with unruly tourists and driving out 
long-term renters by turning landlords into de 
facto hoteliers. But Airbnb fought back hard, 
positioning itself as an “economic lifeline” for 
middle-class homeowners who can earn extra money renting out 
spare rooms. Now, with similar restrictions percolating in cities 
around the country, Airbnb is girding for a “coast to coast” fight. 

“Airbnb is building an army,” said Caroline O’Donovan in 
BuzzFeed.com. Fresh off its Bay Area victory, the company says it 
will organize its users into a network of 100 “clubs” around the 
world to fight regulatory battles in cities beyond San Francisco. 
The clubs, which will be trained by Airbnb staff, will support 
pro-Airbnb political candidates and fight ballot proposals that 
curtail short-term rentals and home sharing. Announcing the pro-
gram, Chris Lehane, Airbnb’s head of global policy and a former 
high-ranking aide to President Clinton, likened the clout of the 
service’s 4 million U.S. hosts to the political strength of the Sierra 
Club or the National Rifle Association.

Both Airbnb and Uber are becoming 
 political-organizing “powerhouses,” said 
Emily Badger in WashingtonPost.com. Their 
prime advantage: The technology they use 
allows them to instantly reach tens of thou-
sands of voters in a single city. When New 
York City Mayor Bill de Blasio backed a 
proposal to cap the number of Uber drivers 
in Manhattan, Uber called on its “digital 
Rolodex” of 2 million users to fight back. It 
even briefly added a “de Blasio” option to its 
smartphone app to show users what might 
happen if the mayor’s restriction passed: 

Extra-long wait times or no available drivers at all. In San Fran-
cisco, the 138,000 residents who have used Airbnb outnumber 
the people who actually voted in this month’s election. Airbnb 
contacted all of them in the run-up to the vote. 

Plenty is riding on whether Airbnb and Uber can continue to “beat 
back regulatory threats,” sai d Conor Dougherty and Mike Isaac 
in The New York Times. Uber is valued at more than $50 bil lion, 
and Airbnb at $24 bil lion—more than Mar riott In ter na tional. 
“Those billions are predicated on lots of future growth,” which 
is why both companies have hired high-powered former political 
operatives “to woo legislators” and are pouring money into get-
out-the-vote initiatives. The message to other cities is clear: These 
tech giants intend to defend their turf. Airbnb’s resounding vic-
tory in San Francisco is merely the first “warning shot.” 

Silicon Valley: The sharing economy’s political machine
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Twitter’s star wars
Twitter’s power users revolted last week, 
said Margaret Rhodes in Wired.com. “Hat-
ers, jokesters, and armchair design critics” 
lambasted the social network for ditching the 
“favorite” icon—a star used to signal anything 
from earnest approval to passive-aggressive 
sarcasm about a fellow user’s tweet—for a 
more touchy-feely, heart-shaped “like” but-
ton. Users were vocal with their frustration 
that even as Facebook offers up more ways 
for users to express themselves, such as new 
“reactions” emojis, Twitter was limiting them 
“to feel-good ones only.” But Twitter’s change 
makes good business sense. It’s designed to at-
tract and hold on to new users. Elsewhere on 
the internet, “likes are the coin of the realm” 
and hearts “a universally recognized symbol.” 
They’re also the signature interactions on 
Insta gram, which is now bigger than Twitter. 

No-fear Craigslist deals
Police departments are beginning to offer their 
lobbies and parking lots to people who want 
to conclude Craigslist deals and other online 
transactions without “fear of a quick or vio-
lent rip-off,” said Tom Jackman in The Wash-
ington Post. The first “safe exchange zones” 
popped up in Boca Raton, Fla., last year after 

officers observed that even some handoffs 
conducted in public ended with a robbery. 
Since then, the idea has spread to police sta-
tions across the country. Officers don’t actively 
monitor the transactions, although some will 
greet the buyer and seller to reassure them. 
While countless online deals are conducted 
without incident, “the meet-ups that go wrong 
have attracted plenty of attention.” One law 
blog counts 45 homicides allegedly related to 
online deals between 2009 and 2014.

Jet.com loses altitude 
A heavily hyped competitor to Amazon is fac-
ing a “cash crunch,” said Rolfe Winkler in The 
Wall Street Journal. Jet.com, which launched 
this year touting steep discounts on household 
items, electronics, pet supplies,  and more, is 
racing to close a $550 million funding deal to 
avoid running out of money by the end of the 
year. Jet has been forced to scale back its am-
bitions since launching in July. It abandoned 
plans to offer $50 annual memberships as well 
as a “concierge service” selling products from 
other retailers like Walmart that involved Jet 
covering shipping costs. And while Jet initially 
promised prices as much as 15 percent lower 
than Amazon’s, it’s now claiming a more mod-
est discount of 4 to 5 percent. 

Bytes: What’s new in tech

Bright lights can 
interfere with the 
body’s natural 
sleep cycle, 
which is why 
a new light-
bulb from GE 
is designed 
to encourage 
more shut-eye, 
said Jacob 
Kastrenakes in 
TheVerge.com. The C Sleep, one of 
two new connected lightbulbs from 
GE, automatically changes color to 
match the sun’s light throughout the 
day: “Bright blue to wake you up 
in the morning, a standard orange 
tone for midday, and a softer yel-
low color for the evening.” The idea 
is that when experiencing the pat-
terns of natural light, “your body 
will have an easier time waking 
up, staying awake, and then falling 
asleep on time.” The bulbs can also 
be dimmed or turned on and off 
with a smartphone app. A starter 
bundle with four bulbs—including 
the C Sleep and C Life, for midday 
lighting only—is available at GE’s 
website starting at $49.99.

Innovation of the week
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Acid fog on Mars
In at least one important way, Mars is a 
little like Hawaii. But it has nothing to do 
with white sandy beaches. Hawaii’s Kilauea 
volcano spews plumes of sulfur dioxide and 
other gases, creating a corrosive acid fog 
that sometimes envelops the Big Island. A 
similar “vog” may have eaten away at the 
Red Planet’s landscape over hundreds of 
millions of years, new research indicates. 
After sorting through data collected by 
NASA’s now-defunct Spirit rover, planetary 
scientist Shoshanna Cole found that geo-
chemically identical rocks in a 100-acre 
area on Mars were structurally different. 
That indicates that they were likely exposed 
to a corrosive fog that formed when trace 
amounts of water combined with acidic 
vapors from ancient volcanoes. This Mar-
tian vog clung to rock surfaces and dis-
solved minerals, which formed a gel. As the 
water evaporated, the gel hardened into the 
rock patterns that exist today. “This would 
have happened in tiny amounts over a 
very long time,” Cole tells TechTimes.com. 
“There’s even one place where you see the 
cementing agent healing a fracture. It’s 
pretty awesome. I was pretty happy when I 
found that one.”

Standing fights obesity
It’s well established that a sedentary exis-
tence is bad for us and that regular exercise 
promotes better health. Apparently, new 
research reveals, we don’t even have to 
hit the treadmill to feel better; just stand-
ing up can have significant benefits, The 
Washington Post reports. A five-year study 

of more than 7,000 adults found that people 
who stood for at least 25 percent of their 
day displayed considerably lower risk of 
obesity—32 percent for men and 35 per-
cent among women. Meanwhile, standing 
for half of the day reduced the likelihood 
of obesity among men by 59 percent, com-
pared with 47 percent among women. It’s 
unclear from the data if standing directly 
reduces obesity risk or if people who are 
obese simply stand less. But the results offer 
another argument for logging some upright 
time. “Many of us have sedentary jobs and 
commute long hours,” says lead author 
Kerem Shuval of the American Cancer 
Society. “In general, the goal is to find any 
reason to get off your chair more often.”

Pediatricians vs.  ‘anti-vaxxers’
Amid recent outbreaks of vaccine- 
preventable diseases like whooping cough 
and measles, the medical community has 
grown increasingly exasperated with the 
growing anti-vaccination movement. Now 
many doctors are pushing back 
against parents who dig in their 
heels and refuse to immunize their 
children, the Chicago Tribune 
reports. A national survey shows 
that 1 out of 5 pediatricians 
routinely refuse to treat unvac-
cinated patients. In most cases, 
these doctors are in one of the 
30 states with laws that don’t 
allow people to avoid vaccina-
tion for philosophical reasons. 
Every month, 83 percent of the 
doctors surveyed encounter at 
least one family that declines 
vaccinations, and 11 percent 

say the number of these so-called anti-
vaxxers has increased over the past year. 
Both the American Academy of Pediatrics 
and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention discourage doctors from 
refusing unvaccinated patients, urging them 
to build relationships with skeptical parents 
and attempt to convince them of the need 
for immunization. But in light of events 
such as the Disneyland measles outbreak 
that sickened almost 150 people last year, 
many providers do not want to expose 
their other patients to infectious diseases. 
“You never want to cause a situation where 
a child loses care as a result of a family 
making a decision not to immunize,” says 
pediatrician H. Dele Davies of the AAP. 
But for some doctors, it’s a matter of “the 
impact on the community at large.” 

Health scare of the week
Soda linked to heart failure 
Soft drinks and other sugary beverages 
have been shown to increase the odds of 
suffering high blood pressure, liver disease, 
stroke, diabetes, and obesity. Now a long-
term Swedish study reveals that people with 
a daily soda habit may also be at higher 
risk for heart failure. The researchers fol-
lowed roughly 42,000 men over 45 for 12 
years, monitoring their diets and allowing 
for other risk factors. They found that the 
subjects who drank more than two sweet-
ened drinks every day had a 23 percent 
greater risk of developing heart failure, 
which occurs when the heart becomes too 
weak to pump blood as well as it should. 
The study doesn’t prove that sugary drinks 
directly cause the condition, but the asso-
ciation suggests it’s wise to avoid those 
empty calories. Swedish men tend to be 
trimmer and fitter than their American 
counterparts, Duke University cardiologist 
Christopher O’Connor tells CBSNews .com, 
which means the potential effects of sugary 
drinks “would be larger and faster here.” C
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Most Americans are now regularly tak-
ing prescription drugs, new research has 
found. Almost 60 percent of adults take 
some type of medication, and since 2000, 
the number of adults taking five or more 
prescription drugs has nearly doubled to 
15 percent, raising serious concerns about 
the potential for adverse interactions. An 
aging U.S. population, expanded Medicare 
coverage, and aggressive TV marketing  
all play a role, but national surveys of 
nearly 40,000 people suggest the obesity 
epidemic is the primary culprit fueling 
this upward trend. Eight of the 10 most 
commonly prescribed drugs in the United 

States are used to treat high cholesterol, 
type 2 diabetes, and other preventable 
conditions associated with obesity. In fact, 
the most popular medication in the U.S. 
is Zocor, which is in a class of cholesterol-
lowering drugs called statins. Overall use 
of statins jumped 10 percent over the past 
decade, while blood pressure medications 
increased by 7 percent. “Here in the U.S., 
we aggressively peddle foods that propa-
gate illness, and drugs to treat the illness 
that ensues,” Yale University nutritionist 
David Katz tells HealthDay.com. “Big Food 
and Big Pharma are the winners—we and 
our families, the losers.” Certain medica-

tions, however, are bucking the trend. 
Antibiotic use fell 1.5 percent over the past 
10 years, and fewer women are undergo-
ing hormone replacement therapy, which 
could reflect growing awareness about 
the risks and side effects associated with 
overuse of these drugs.

Prescription drug use soars

THE WEEK November 20, 2015

Corrosive clouds etched the Martian rocks.

Many adults   t  ake five different drugs daily.
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Every Mary Gaitskill story is “more 
complex than it appears,” said Hannah 
Tennant-Moore in The New Republic. 
Her third novel focuses on an abused 
11-year-old girl from Brooklyn who finds 
solace in horseback riding, but the book 
is no Saturday matinee. Gaitskill, who is 
known for darker narratives, possesses 
a remarkable talent for “putting into 
words the wordless undercurrent of 
human behavior.” When a charity sends 
Velvet Vargas upstate to stay part of the 
summer with a failed artist who lives 
near a stable, “the painful limitations 
of real life” only deepen the characters’ 
longing for a fairy tale. Gaitskill cuts be-
tween inner monologues, and that can 
be frustrating, said Amy Gentry in the 
Chicago Tribune. Velvet’s troubles and 
outlook make her much more interest-
ing than her hostess, Ginger. But Ginger 
exhibits a neediness that renders her 
unpredictable, and “Gaitskill knows that 
volatile situations have the potential to 
transform as well as to destroy.” In a 
novel charged with complicated feel-
ings, “she keeps us on a knife’s edge as 
to which it will be.” 

ARTS22

Review of reviews: Books

Most Americans know little about George 
Armstrong Custer except the way he died, 
said Kevin Duchschere in the Minneapolis 
Star Tribune. When the 36-year-old former 
Civil War hero led his cavalry regiment on a 
charge into a much larger force of Sioux and 
Cheyenne warriors at 1876’s Battle of the 
Little Bighorn, the resulting slaughter turned 
Custer into an icon of hubris and “made 
it nearly impossible to see him with clear 
eyes.” In T.J. Stiles’ commanding new biog-
raphy, the Custer we meet is still “a cross-
grained narcissist of the highest order.” But 
Stiles has focused on the life that brought 
Custer fame well before 1876. Astonishing 
ambition was a big part of it, said Peter 
Lewis in CSMonitor.com. But Custer’s rise, 
like his fall, also flowed from his being a 
man “at fundamental odds with his time.”

He comes across as “a troublemaker who 
could never quite manage his life off of 
the battlefield,” said Matthew Price in The 

Carrie Brownstein 
has always har-
bored a hunger to 
be heard and seen, 
said John Williams 
in The New York 
Times. In her can-
did new memoir, 
the 41-year-old TV 
star and co-founder 
of the 1990s punk 
band Sleater-Kinney 
comes across as “a 
skittish striver, more 

neurotic bundle than conquering guitar 
god”—which is one reason that the book 
might be the most personally revealing rock 
autobiography in a season rich with them. 
Raised in suburban Seattle, Brownstein was 
a nerdy attention-seeker even before her 
mother developed anorexia and 14-year-old 
Carrie decided her own role would be to 
“entertain the pain right out of her.”

Hunger Makes Me a Modern Girl is 
mostly a love letter to the “gawky, skepti-
cal adolescence” of a particular era, said 

Book of the week

Boston Globe. The son of an Ohio black-
smith, Custer won appointment to West 
Point but finished last in his class while 
racking up more demerits than any other 
cadet, for antics including snowball throw-
ing and food fights. But every hand was 
needed when war broke out, and Custer 
exhibited “breathtaking” courage in battle, 
leading flamboyantly from the front with 
sword drawn and blond locks flowing. (It’s 
said that the 23-year-old brigadier general 
turned the tide at Gettysburg.) Still, poor 

judgment always threatened to undo him. 
He worked to limit the rights of ex-slaves 
and was court-martialed in 1867 for hav-
ing soldiers horsewhipped. When he failed 
to make a mark as a business investor or 
thought leader, he turned to a second act in 
the U.S. Army, as a buckskin-clad fighter of 
Indians. 

At that point, “the book’s only real flaw 
emerges,” said Kevin Canfield in The 
Kansas City Star. While Stiles made a good 
choice in devoting just 15 pages to the well 
chronicled Battle of the Little Bighorn, he 
offers a weak excuse for Custer’s appalling 
slaughter of indigenous women and children 
at 1868’s Battle of Washita: that he was only 
as bad as the country he represented. Yet 
Stiles’ Custer is too human a figure to rate 
as simply hero or villain, said Michael A. 
Elliot in The Washington Post. The author 
contends that Custer’s swashbuckling battle-
field heroics obscured how much he strug-
gled in every other arena to be the great 
man he imagined himself to be. If Stiles is 
correct, Custer’s foes at the Little Bighorn 
unwittingly served his ambitions well. They 
“preserved him as a symbol whose meaning 
could be endlessly disputed.”

Custer’s Trials: A Life on the 
Frontier of a New America
by T.J. Stiles (Knopf, $30)

Novel of the week

The Mare 
by Mary Gaitskill (Pantheon, $27)

Hunger Makes Me a Modern 
Girl: A Memoir
by Carrie Brownstein

(Riverhead, $28)

Julianne Escobedo Shepherd in Jezebel.com. 
Brownstein discovered who she wanted 
to be in Olympia, Wash., at a time when 
the college town was a hub of the Pacific 
Northwest’s post-Nirvana rock scene. Her 
descriptions of that milieu capture how 
her fellow artists—determined to make noise 
but allergic to selling out— simultaneously 
nurtured and discouraged free expression. 
Brownstein had the good fortune to meet 
up with like-minded riot-grrrl guitarist 
Corin Tucker, then drummer Janet Weiss. 
She found a home in the music, which she 
describes as “a junkyard come to life.” 

The speed with which success arrived “can 
make for a flat reading experience,” said 
Ruth Graham in The Washington Post. 
Brownstein was just 27 when critic Greil 
Marcus labeled Sleater-Kinney America’s 
best rock band, and as a writer she “hovers 
at a remove from large swaths of her own 
story.” She blames herself for the band’s 
2006 breakup (and long subsequent hiatus), 
but resists digging into her emotions, and 
she barely mentions her recent role as co-
star of the sketch-comedy series Portlandia. 
“True to her passion,” she remains most 
magnetic when talking music, said Estelle 
Tang in Pitchfork.com. She’s now a star, but 
“in her praise of music’s sustaining thrill, 
we can see something closer to ourselves.”

Custer: A throwback even in the 1870s
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Best books...chosen by Mary-Louise Parker
Mary-Louise Parker, the Tony- and Emmy-winning actress, has just published her 
first book. Dear Mr. You is part memoir, part meditation on the masculine— 
a collection of letters addressed to various men she’s known and sometimes loved.

The Book List  ARTS 23 

The Empathy Exams  by Leslie Jamison 
(Graywolf, $16). Reading Jamison’s remark-
able book is like opening the private journal of 
a woman who’s able to reproduce on the page 
the hilarious, brilliant inner monologues that run 
through her head in a slew of situations. In these 
fully original essays, many about personal expe-
riences, she pulls apart the concept of empathy 
while weaving in philosophy, politics, and reality 
television.

The Short and Tragic Life of Robert Peace 
 by Jeff Hobbs (Scribner, $16). Hobbs thought-
fully brings to life his college roommate—a 
ge nius who deservedly landed at Yale despite all 
odds, but was unable to use that education as 
a path away from the poverty and violence he 
grew up with.

Collected Poems  by Mark Strand (Knopf, 
$30). This book gathers the work of a Pulitzer 
Prize winner and former poet laureate who 
wrote the gorgeous poems “Blizzard of One” 
and “Reasons for Moving.” Strand, who died in 
2014, was peerless in his ability to lay himself 
bare. He was a giant.  

The Art of the Memoir  by Mary Karr (Harper, 
$25). In her latest book, the author of The Liars’ 
Club proves that the truth is infinitely sexier and 
more gripping than anything we could invent. 
You’ll cackle out loud reading this book and 
get the best required-memoir-reading list ever 
compiled. If you ever want to tell your story, this 
book may be the only tool you’ll need other than 
Kleenex and an arsenal of apologies.  

Book of Hours  by Kevin Young (Knopf, $17). 
Young’s collection is worthy of the kind of praise 
heaped upon the classic poets, but don’t let that 
keep you away if you don’t normally gravitate 
toward poe try. These glorious verses put me in 
some kind of trance.

Body of Water  by Susan Bruce (Finishing Line, 
$14.50). Bruce, a former New York actress, set 
out to learn to surf and wrote a beautiful book 
of poetry along the way. She crawls out onto 
the waves, literal and otherwise, in this soulful, 
often funny book, and delivers the thrill of being 
flogged by the water as well as the penitence you 
feel as you tumble under, only to find yourself 
flying up again.

Also of interest...in magic and mythology

Umberto Eco

Umberto Eco is a connois-
seur of lies, said Patricia 
Guy in Publishers Weekly. 
The 83-year-old Italian nov-
elist and scholar has long 
been obsessed with false 
ideas—including bad science 
and paranoid conspiracy 

 theories—
because 
they provide 
perspective 
on their oppo-
site. “It is one 
of the main 
questions 
for a phi-

losopher: What is truth?” he 
says. “To tell the truth is very 
difficult, whereas it is easy 
to talk about fakes.” Fakery 
comes so easily, in fact, that 
life sometimes resorts to 
imitating fantasy. Eco’s 1988 
novel, Foucault’s Pendulum, 
was a tale about three bored 
desk jockeys who concoct a 
conspiracy theory centered 
on the Knights Templar; 15 
years later, Dan Brown’s The 
Da Vinci Code broke sales 
records by suggesting the 
conspiracy was real. “It was 
I who invented Dan Brown,” 
says Eco, laughing. “He was a 
character in that book.” 

In Eco’s latest novel, Numero 
Zero, journalism is targeted 
as a foe of truth. The protago-
nist, a failed writer, takes a job 
producing a bogus newspa-
per whose entire purpose is 
blackmail. As usual, Eco is try-
ing to wake up his audience 
to the lies they consume daily, 
said Scott Simon in NPR 
.org. “I hope,” Eco says, “that 
some readers will become 
more suspicious when read-
ing a newspaper.” That 
doesn’t mean they should 
embrace conspiracy theories 
instead; Eco says such think-
ing is always a retreat from 
reality. Truth, unfortunately, 
doesn’t always have the 
impact he’d like. “News does 
not affect us in the way it 
should,” he says. “We read 
something on Monday and 
on Tuesday we have already 
forgotten what we have read. 
That is a real tragedy.”

Author of the week
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Fairy tales are often sparing with 
character motivation, which pro-
vides an opening for a contemporary 
writer, said Christopher Benfey in The 
New York Times. In this collection 
of reworked classics—all beautifully 

illustrated by Yuko Shimizu—the Pulitzer-winning 
author of The Hours “has dug out caves of 
humor and depth behind some well-known char-
acters.” Rumpelstiltskin becomes an overeager 
adoptive father. And the witch in “Hansel and 
Gretel”? She yearns to recapture her wild youth. 

A Wild Swan

by Michael Cunningham (Farrar Straus Giroux, $23)

Theatergoers today tend to regard the 
Greek tragedies “more as curiosities 
than as urgent, indispensable texts,” 
said Nick Romeo in The Boston 
Globe. In this “compelling, raw” 
memoir, Bryan Doerries recounts how 

his experience staging the plays for combat vets 
has deepened his faith in their timelessness. At 
points, Doerries almost suggests that Greek trag-
edy’s sole purpose is therapeutic. Still, “it is unde-
niably powerful” to read how, say, a veteran’s 
wife responds to the suicide of Ajax.

The Theater of War

by Bryan Doerries (Knopf, $27)

Make no mistake: The nation’s cur-
rent top-selling young-adult novel is 
“a full-on Harry Potter rip-off,” said 
Heather Schwedel in Slate.com. But 
Rainbow Rowell isn’t trying to fool 
anyone. Instead, the author of Fangirl 

and Eleanor & Park has delivered “a testament 
to just how good—and even original—fan fiction 
can be.” Because a boarding school for wizards is 
already a familiar world, Rowell can “play to her 
strengths”—bringing to life the blossoming of a 
surprising teenage romance.

Carry On

by Rainbow Rowell (St. Martin’s, $20)

Gregory Maguire has once again 
refreshed a children’s classic by tell-
ing it from a new perspective, said 
Christian Holub in Entertainment 
Weekly. In this Alice in Wonderland, 
Alice falls into the rabbit hole as 

usual, but instead of her, we follow a friend who 
goes in after Alice and a sister who goes about 
her day in Oxford, England. “Under focus, 
the hierarchies and political decorum binding 
Victorian society become as self-evidently absurd 
as anything the Cheshire Cat says.”

After Alice

by Gregory Maguire (William Morrow, $27)
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Frank Stella is “the artist who launched 
10,000 careers,” said Jerry Saltz in New 
York magazine. “The first hard-core 
minimalist painter,” he was big out of 
the gate—just 23 when the Museum of 
Modern Art included his “Black Paintings” 
series in a major group show. In each of 
those works, densely packed ribbons of 
matte black paint formed repetitive pat-
terns that suggested he’d discovered the 
compositional possibilities inherent in any 
rectangle. Across the next 15 years, hav-
ing opened a path away from abstract 
expressionism and toward pure formal 
explorations, he proved “as unstoppable 
as an icebreaker in his painterly progress, 
advancing not only his art but painting.” 
But Stella, 79, has been considered a traitor 
to minimalism for four decades now, and 
the Whitney’s current retrospective makes a 
viewer choose sides: Did he betray his call-
ing, or follow it to unexpected places?

Maybe the trait that unites Stella’s oeuvre is 

Later Stella: 1987’s The Whiteness of the Whale

Exhibit of the week 
Frank Stella: A Retrospective
Whitney Museum of American Art, New 
York City, through Feb. 7

Review of reviews: Art & Film24 ARTS 

its superficiality, said Ben Davis in ArtNet 
.com. Wander through the Whitney’s 100-
piece show, and the progression of his 
work looks “less like the existential drama 
of the classic tortured artist and more like 
watching someone solve a Rubik’s cube.” 

His privileged background may have played 
a role: Stella, a graduate of Andover and 
Princeton, was fluent in art world concerns 
from an early age, and he clearly remains 
“more interested in problems of form than 
social content.” Yes, Stella’s quest to explore 
the spatial potentialities of painting yielded 
arresting works like 1967’s Harran II, a 
20-foot-wide assemblage of protractor-like 
curves and vibrating color. But viewers 
will be forgiven if Stella’s swirls and stripes 
remind them of corporate lobbies, “because 
that is where many of them ended up.” 

“Going through this show may be a mat-
ter of deciding how far you can stick with 
Stella,” said Roberta Smith in The New 
York Times. His fan base “started to erode 
seriously” when he began making opulent 
aluminum reliefs in the mid-’70s, but a 
similar work from 1998 might be the best 
thing in the show, and “it’s hard not to 
be impressed” by Black Star and Wooden 
Star, two orb-like sculptures that Stella 
completed last year. Still, his forte remains 
art in “an irreverent, sarcastic dialogue 
with painting.” He is a painter first, and 
“it seems clear that, even at 79, he is still 
not done.” 
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“Spotlight isn’t just the best 
movie about journalism since 
All the Pres i dent’s Men,” said 
Chris Nash a waty in En ter tain-
ment Weekly. “It might also 
be the most important.” A 
dramatization of The Boston 
Globe’s 2001–02 investiga-
tion into widespread child sex 
abuse in the Catholic Church, 
it follows a crack team as they 
chase down the dark secrets of one of the city’s 
most powerful institutions and confront church 
leaders with evidence of the decades-long cover-up. 
What makes Spotlight “so deeply, absurdly satisfy-
ing” is that it doesn’t turn the journalists into the 
story’s stars, said Ty Burr in The Boston Globe. 

“Most of the movie is people 
 talking—in chairs, in meetings, 
on the phone,” and the report-
ers never cease to function 
mainly as servants to the victims 
they’re giving voice to. Even so, 
the gradual reveal of the full 
scope of the scandal “holds you 
in a fugue state of suspense.” 
The “perfectly calibrated” per-
formances of Michael Keaton, 

Mark Ruffalo, Rachel McAdams, John Slattery, and 
Stanley Tucci prove crucial to the film’s “singular 
combination of restraint and intensity,” said Joe 
Morgenstern in The Wall Street Journal. Spotlight 
isn’t just a landmark journalism drama. It’s “the 
year’s best movie so far.” 

Fear not, Charlie Brown die-
hards, said Sandie Angulo Chen 
in The Washington Post. A new 
generation may be relying on 
3-D computer-generated anima-
tion for its introduction to the 
world created by Charles M. 
Schulz, but the latest feature-
length Peanuts movie proves 
“delightfully faithful” to its 
source material and “a sweet 
little gift for fans of the long-running comic strip.” 
All viewers will find it “a bit startling and undeni-
ably refreshing” to come across a 2015 children’s 
movie that doesn’t concern some “high-stakes power 
struggle” like a villain’s bid to seize a royal kingdom, 
said Neil Genzlinger in The New York Times. Here, 

Charlie Brown has simply fallen 
in love with the redheaded girl 
across the street, and he goes 
through multiple humiliations as 
he takes up new interests to try 
to impress her. Though Snoopy, 
Lucy, and the rest of the gang 
do nothing you couldn’t have 
seen in their classic TV specials, 
the 3-D animation “makes 
everything bigger, brighter, and 

rounder,” said Jody Mitori in the St. Louis Post-
Dispatch. Snoopy’s daydreams about flying a World 
War I fighter plane eventually feel like story padding, 
but they’re also visually enchanting and consistent 
in tone with a film so charming it’s “worth a happy 
dance for kids and adults alike.” 

Spotlight

Dogged reporters expose a 
church’s shame.

Directed by Tom McCarthy
(R)

The Peanuts 
Movie

Charlie Brown and  
company return, in 3-D.

Directed by Steve Martino
(G)

Office heroes Keaton and Ruffalo

Just a boy and his beagle
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The Day Hitler Died  
There were witnesses to Adolf Hitler’s final 
hours, and now we have a chance to hear from 
them. This one-hour special gathers long-lost 
footage of 1940s interviews with various mem-
bers of the führer’s inner circle who were with 
him in his Berlin bunker in the weeks and days 
before his reported April 1945 suicide. The 
U.S. military judge who arranged the interviews 
feared—rightfully, it turns out—that rumors of 
Hitler’s survival would be hard to bury. Monday, 
Nov. 16, at 8 p.m., Smithsonian Channel

River  
The British export crime dramas the way the 
Chinese export casualwear. Lucky for us, the 
British do quality work, and have done so again 
with this eerie six-part series about a London 
homicide detective who has lucid visions of his 
case file’s victims. Stellan Skarsgard is excellent 
as the title character, still on the job despite the 
cracks he’s showing in the wake of his female 
partner’s recent murder. Available for streaming 
Wednesday, Nov. 18, Netflix

The Art of More 
Dennis Quaid plays a Donald Trump–like real 
estate mogul who dabbles in underhanded art 
collecting in the first scripted series from Crackle, 
a Sony-owned streaming service. Kate Bosworth 
gets a femme fatale role, but much rests on lesser-
known Christian Cooke, who’s cast as an Iraq 
War veteran who has parlayed his combat zone 
experience into a smuggling business. Available 
for streaming Thursday, Nov. 19, Crackle 

Marvel’s Jessica Jones  
One of the Marvel universe’s most intriguing 
characters has landed her own online series. 
Jessica Jones, after a brief career as a superhero, 
is recovering from her scarring run-in with a 
mind-controlling villain by opening a detective 
agency and trying to live a normal life in New 
York City. Kilgrave isn’t done with her, though, 
which sets up star Krysten Ritter to carry a psy-
chological thriller darker than Marvel’s typical 
multiplex fare. Available for streaming Friday, 
Nov. 20, Netflix

Television  ARTS 25

The Week’s guide to what’s worth watching
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Monday, Nov. 16  
Rushmore 
A prep school prodigy and 
a wealthy industrialist form 
an unlikely bond while 
com pet ing for the affec-
tions of a teacher. Jason 
Schwartzman and Bill 
Murray star. (1998) 8:30 p.m., 
the Movie Channel

Tuesday, Nov. 17 
Live and Let Die  
Roger Moore’s first turn as 
James Bond pitted Britain’s 
suavest secret agent 
against a Caribbean drug 
ring and a voodoo priest. 
(1973) 9:45 p.m., Epix

Wednesday, Nov. 18 
In Cold Blood 
A shiver-inducing adapta-
tion of Truman Capote’s 
classic account of a qua-
druple murder in Kansas. 
Robert Blake and Scott 
Wilson co-star. (1967) 
10 p.m., TCM 

Thursday, Nov. 19 
Big Hero 6  
In this hit animated Disney 
thriller, a 14-year-old sci-
ence prodigy re-engineers 
a robot to fight a super-
villain running amok in 
fictional San Fransokyo. 
(2014) 7:35 p.m., Starz

Friday, Nov. 20 
Babel  
The shooting of a tourist 
in Morocco triggers a hunt 
that stretches across the 
globe in an award-winning 
ensemble drama starring 
Brad Pitt, Cate Blanchett, 
and Gael García Bernal. 
(2006) 8 p.m., the Movie 
Channel

Saturday, Nov. 21 
Pulp Fiction  
John Travolta and Samuel 
L. Jackson play the cool-
est contract killers ever in 
Quentin Tarantino’s mod-
ern crime classic. (1994) 
10:45 p.m., Showtime

Sunday, Nov. 22 
A Raisin in the Sun  
An inheritance raises 
the hopes and tests the 
ideals of a black couple 
in Chicago. Sidney Poitier 
and Ruby Dee star. (1961) 
8 p.m., TCM 

Movies on TV

What if the Axis powers had won World War II? 
This new online series offers a paranoid vision 
of America in which Washington, D.C., was 
leveled by a Nazi nuclear bomb and the na-
tion has been split in two by its Japanese and 
German overseers. A resistance movement is 
building in the Rocky Mountains, but the Nazis 
are wise to it and sending in counteragents. 
Fans of Philip K. Dick’s 1962 novel can com-
plain that the series has taken the edge off the 
author’s critique of the postwar U.S., but High 
Castle is still a chilling place to visit. Available 
for streaming Friday, Nov. 20, Amazon 

Show of the week

Rufus Sewell, in a Nazi-run New York City

The Man in the High Castle

The Lion Guard: Return of the Roar  
For Lion King fans, the circle of life continues 
with this feature-length animated sequel star-
ring Simba’s second-born son. Kion is a playful 
cub who, when called to leadership, surrounds 
himself with a very unconventional team. James 
Earl Jones provides one of the familiar voices in 
the film, which lays the groundwork for a series 
about Kion that will premiere next year. Sunday, 
Nov. 22, at 7 p.m., Disney Channel

Other highlights  
American Experience:  
American Comandante  
Meet the amazing William Morgan, a Cleveland-
born circus fire swallower who became a hero of 
the Cuban Revolution before he was executed by 
Fidel Castro. Tuesday, Nov. 17, at 9 p.m., PBS; 
check local listings 

Shining a Light: A Concert for Progress  
on Race in America 
Bruce Springsteen, Pink, Pharrell Williams, John 
Legend, and others perform at a benefit concert 
to support racial understanding. Friday, Nov. 20, 
at 8 p.m., A&E and related channels

Saints & Strangers 
The story of the Mayflower and the first Thanks-
giving gets a cinematic retelling in a two-night 
miniseries. Mad Men’s Vincent Kartheiser stars 
as William Bradford. Begins Sunday, Nov. 22, at 
9 p.m., National Geographic

Jessica Jones: A superhero exposes her dark side. 
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“What could pair better with Thanksgiv-
ing” than the Pilgrims’ favorite tipple? 
said Michelle Locke in the Associated 
Press. Hard apple ciders are surging in 
popularity, but you may have to get past 
the top sellers to ind dry, structured 
offerings that can stand up to the rich—
“and often oddly contrasting”—excesses 
of the traditional turkey feast.
Eden Sparkling Dry Cider ($10 for 375 ml). 
Ciders made from bittersweet cider 
apples “tend to have more presence,” 
and this Vermont product features the 
Kingston Black, a British cider variety.

Downeast Cider House Original 
Blend ($9 per four-pack). 
Though made from eating  
apples like McIntosh and 
Gala, this Boston cider 
“strikes a balance” between 
sweet and bone dry.
Farnum Hill Extra Dry ($18 for 
750 ml). This delicious, very 
dry cider from New Hamp-
shire uses cider apples only.

LEISURE26

Food & Drink

America is not the only country with 
a holiday that’s about eating until you 
burst, said chef Pierre Thiam in Saveur. 
“At my Thanksgiving, I use American 
dishes as jumping-off points to pack 
in African flavor,” creating a feast that 
every November takes me back to my 
childhood in Senegal and the big meal 
we ate on Tamxarit, the Muslim New 
Year. I add spicy Scotch bonnet peppers 
to a butternut squash soup, make a 
pilaf with a grain called fonio, and mix 
mango into a pumpkin cake spiced with 
cinnamon and ginger.

The centerpiece of these Brooklyn cele-
bra tions is always my tamarind-glazed 
 turkey—“similar to the ones my mother 
used to cook around Christmas.” In Sen e-
gal, sweet-and-sour tamarind is a treasured 
ingredient: The name of the nation’s capital, 
Dakar, is the Wolof word for the pod-like 
fruit. For this recipe, you want wet tama-
rind pulp, which is available online packed 
in small blocks; tamarind concentrate or 
tamarind syrup is too sweet. Scotch bonnet 
peppers add heat, while fish sauce gives the 
skin a “pleasantly sticky texture” and the 
meat a deep umami flavor.

Recipe of the week
Tamarind-glazed roast turkey
6 oz “wet” tamarind pulp, roughly chopped

Tamarind-glazed turkey: A welcome punch of holiday flavor

Cider: A 1620s thing

¾ cup honey
¼ cup Vietnamese or Thai fish sauce
2 garlic cloves, minced
1 Scotch bonnet or habanero chile,  
   stemmed, seeded, and finely chopped
12-lb whole turkey, rinsed and dried  
    thoroughly
Kosher salt and freshly ground black pepper
2 cups chicken stock
2 tbsp cornstarch 

In a small bowl, cover tamarind pulp with 
½ cup boiling water and let stand for 
10 min utes to soften. Using fingers, break 
tamarind apart and then let stand for 
another 5 min utes. Pour tamarind into a 
fine sieve set over a medium bowl and then, 

using a rubber spatula or spoon, 
press pulp through the sieve, discard-
ing remaining solids. Add honey, fish 
sauce, garlic, and chile to the tama-
rind liquid and stir into a smooth 
glaze; you should have 1½ cups.

Heat oven to 450. Place turkey on 
rack set in large roasting pan; season 
cavity and outside liberally with salt 
and pepper. Pour stock into pan and 
roast turkey until golden brown, 
about 1 hour. Reduce oven tem-
perature to 350, cover turkey with 
foil, and roast until almost cooked 
through, 1 hour more. Uncover 

turkey and continue to roast, basting with 
½ cup of the tamarind glaze every 10 min-
utes, until an instant-read thermometer 
inserted into the thigh reads 160, about 
30 minutes more.

Transfer turkey on its rack to a cutting 
board, tent with foil, and let rest for 
20 min utes. Meanwhile, pour pan juices 
into a small saucepan. In a small bowl, stir 
cornstarch with 2 tbsp cold water, and then 
stir the cornstarch slurry into the pan juices. 
Place pan over medium-high heat, bring to 
a boil, and cook, stirring, until thickened 
into a gravy, about 5 min utes. Pour gravy 
through a fine sieve into a bowl and serve 
alongside the turkey. Serves 6 to 8.

The Pilgrims would be jealous.

THE WEEK November 20, 2015

I’ll admit that when I spotted a recent online story 
naming a lifelong haunt of mine as a purveyor of 
the nation’s best burritos, “some small part of me 
was pleased,” said Jonathan Gold in the Los Angeles 
Times. But Tito’s Tacos? Much as I love the place, its 
haphazardly stuffed tortillas belong “nowhere near” 
any discussion of the best burritos in L.A. I agree 
that our city produces the best burritos in the coun-
try, but to understand why, visit these ive places.
Lupe’s #2 An L.A. burrito is a minimalist affair, and 
none is more so than Lupe’s signature offering: “a 
slender packet of lard-fried beans and superspicy 
chile folded into a slightly charred, griddle-toasted tortilla.” 4642 E. 3rd St.
Al & Bea’s Even when this 50-year-old stand adds a ladleful of stew to the beans, the 
result is “captivating in its plainness”—a reminder of the burrito’s midcentury origins as 
a way for Chicano L.A. to “turn a bit of the previous night’s dinner into a delicious, trans-
portable taste of home.” 2025 E. 1st St. 
Burritos La Palma Another ine source of “beefy minimalism.” 5120 Peck Rd. 
El Tepeyac Think of this stand’s overstuffed Manuel’s Special as the spaghetti and meat-
balls of the Eastside—“a cheerfully nontraditional expression of both the �avors of the 
old country and the abundance of the new.” 812 N. Evergreen Ave.
La Azteca Tortilleria The �aky, griddle-blistered burritos at this 70-year-old storefront 
“differ radically” from other old-school options, but they may be the best of all. Eat your 
way into the middle, with its roast poblano chile, and “you may imagine you are holding 
a goblet brimful with molten cheese.” 4538 E. Cesar Chavez Ave.

Burritos in L.A.: The insider’s guide

La Azteca’s molten wonder 
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Kanazawa has long been “a travel blind 
spot” for Western visitors to Japan, 
said Jenna Scatena in the San Francisco 
Chronicle. This 16th-century samurai city, 
home to hundreds of traditional artisans as 
well as a vibrant contemporary art scene, 
is a popular vacation destination for the 
Japanese. But few international travel-
ers know of its low-key charms, in part 
because Kanazawa has never been easy to 
reach. Located on Honshu’s west coast and 
wedged between the Sea of Japan and the 
Japanese Alps, Kanazawa was until recently 
a five-hour train trip from Tokyo. But a new 
bullet-train line has cut that journey in half, 
and a window seat “offers a time-lapse view 
of the region.” Tokyo’s sprawl morphs into 
river-fed rice paddies and then flat expanses 
of farmland “where, in the fall, orange per-
simmons pile beneath the trees quicker than 
people can gather them.”

After arriving at Kanazawa’s glistening new 
train terminal, I headed to the Ishikawa 
Prefectural Museum of Traditional Arts and 

This week’s dream: Kanazawa, Japan’s city of artisans
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Almost everything about 
this 105-year-old property 
“seems straight out of a 
fairy tale,” said Kristin Tice 
Studeman in W magazine. 
From the sweeping views of 
the surrounding Alps to the 
grand art nouveau decor, 
Grand Hotel Tremezzo is 
“nothing short of dreamy.” 
But perhaps its most mag-
i cal feature is the newly 
renovated, 10,000-square-
foot T Spa, located next to 
the main palace in the 18th-
century Villa Emilia. With a 
Turkish bath, an infinity pool 
overlooking Lake Como, and 
an extensive range of indul-
gent treatments, it’s the per-
fect place to relax and enjoy 
la dolce vita.
grandhoteltremezzo.com;  
doubles from $493

Hotel of the week

I visited the DR last winter for one reason only: 
“the world’s best winter baseball, the Liga de 
Beisbol Dominicano,” said Steve Knopper in 
The New York Times. Sure, the cathedrals, 
merengue music, and tropical weather were all 
nice. But I wanted to see where MLB legends 
like David Ortiz, Albert Pujols, and Sammy Sosa 
got their start. I adopted the Águilas Cibaeñas, 
or Eagles of Cibao, as my team and caught them 
in the capital, Santo Domingo, playing an away 
game at a ballpark with “the small, warm feel 
of a minor league stadium.” The Águilas put 
up a good fight but lost. The next day, I drove 
to Santiago for a home game at Estadio Cibao, 
which resembled “a major league ballpark: flags 
everywhere, TV broadcasters speaking to cam-
eras out front, wall-size baseball cards depicting 
the star hitters.” Drums played, children threw 
candy to players, and, best of all, my team won 
in a blowout. 

Getting the flavor of...

A view across the pool

Last-minute travel deals
Christmastime in Iceland 
Spend three nights in Reyk-
ja vik this December with a 
Christmas-themed vacation 
from Iceland Air. For $1,145 per 
person, you’ll get round-trip 
flights, lodging, spa access, and 
a northern-lights tour. Depart 
Dec. 2, 9, or 16.
icelandair.us

Escape to Costa Rica 
Relax at the Villa Buena Onda, 
an adults-only boutique hotel 
near Costa Rica’s Pacific coast. 
Couples get four nights, a 
massage, and a boat tour to a 
secluded beach with snorkeling 
for $1,482—a saving of $600. 
Valid through Dec. 15. 
(800) 414-0159

Save at Fairmont hotels 
Save up to 40 percent when 
you stay at one of Fairmont’s 
60-plus hotels and resorts. 
Three nights at the Fairmont 
Beijing in early January, for 
example, starts at $450, a sav-
ing of $192. Book by Dec. 10 
and travel through May 31.
fairmont.com

Crafts to immerse myself in the work of the 
region’s acclaimed artisans. I marveled at 
displays of swords, fireworks, taiko drums, 
and Yamanaka lacquerware—wood carved 
impossibly thin, then rubbed with lacquer 
and turned into elegant serving trays, tiered 
boxes, and utensils for tea ceremonies. 
“There are not many places in this city 
that art has not touched.” As I meandered 
through the Nagamachi quarter, past lat-

ticework houses that were once the homes 
of samurai, every other building seemed to 
house a craft store or small museum. At 
the Yasue Gold Leaf museum, artisans roll 
and hammer the precious metal until it’s 
one-millionth of a millimeter thick. At the 
Confectionery Wooden Mold Museum, the 
walls are lined with the intricate molds used 
to make rakugan hard candies.

Artistry isn’t just found indoors in Kana-
zawa: It touches the natural world, in places 
like the Kenroku-en Garden. Designed in 
the 1600s as part of the Kanazawa Castle 
grounds, the garden is utterly unlike the 
overstuffed showplaces of the West. Plants 
aren’t laid out along straight axes, and there 
is no “grandiose” focal point. In fact, the 
artistry in this garden was “not about how 
it looked at all, but how it felt walking 
through it—the varying experiences differ-
ent serpentine paths offered, and the little 
surprises along the journey.”
At Sumiyoshiya (sumiyoshi-ya.com), a 
300-year-old inn, rooms start at $50.

Baseball in the Dominican Republic
The skies above Peterborough get mighty 
crowded in November, said Diane Bair and 
Pamela Wright in The Boston Globe. The south-
ern New Hampshire town lies within the migra-
tion path of at least 15 different bird-of-prey 
species, and every fall bird-watchers flock to an 
observatory here to see thousands of hawks, 
eagles, kestrels, falcons, and kites fly south to 
warmer climes. But even if you’re not a birder, 
this burg (population 6,200) has much to offer. 
Downtown’s Depot Square is filled with dining 
options—“for a hearty lunch, follow the locals 
into Aesop’s Tables”—and you can burn off the 
extra calories hiking the surrounding countryside. 
Nearby 3,165-foot Mount Monadnock is the 
most-climbed peak in the country, but you can 
escape the crowds at Pack Monadnock in Miller 
State Park. The 2,290-foot-high summit has wide-
open views of the White Mountains and, on clear 
days, the skyscrapers of Boston.

A birder’s paradise in New Hampshire

Lake Como, Italy

Grand Hotel Tremezzo

A gathering spot in the Kenroku-en Garden
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The best of…today’s media-streaming devices

Consumer

Wired.com

“The people’s supercar has arrived.” Created 
by McLaren, the British automaker known 
for high-performance vehicles that can cost 
as much as $1.1 million, the 570S lowers the 
brand’s entry-level price to under $200,000. 
But though this so-called sports car has to 
ride on a more primitive suspension system 
than its stable mates do, it has personality 
to spare. “Sharp, lightweight, and oozing 
with seat-of-the-pants feedback, the 570S is 
built for drivers.” More than once, its pass-
ing power alone “made me giggle out loud.”

Automobile

Various components have been carried over 

from McLaren’s $274,000 650S. Be hind the 
seats sit the same 3.8-liter, twin- turbocharged 
V-8 and seven-speed dual-clutch trans mis-
sion. Though the engine has been dialed 
back slightly, it still produces 562 hp and 
handles 0 to 60 mph in a “searingly fast” 
3.1 seconds. Better yet, the old-school sus-
pension delivers improved feel and feedback, 
and the car’s lightweight carbon-i ber chassis 
makes the 570S “seriously agile.”

The Wall Street Journal

McLaren is hoping that the 570S and Sports 
Series spin-offs will soon account for 2,500 
of the company’s 4,000 annual sales, and 
the optimism is justii ed. Though the techni-

cally superior 650S would beat the 570S on 
any track, this budget-version McLaren is 
“the more fun car, the more spirited car.” In 
fact, “it’s not even close.” 
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Tip of the week…
How to buy herbal medicine

Best apps…
For sending and receiving money

And for those who have 
everything...

Walking may never go completely out of style, 
but a new breed of personal- transportation 
devices has emerged that of-
fers “more thrilling ways to 
travel.” RocketSkates might 
be the most unconventional 
option. Inspired by shoewear 
devised by Wile E. Coyote in 
an old Road Runner cartoon, 
the skates are propelled 
by battery-powered 55-watt 
motors and—like skateboard-
inspired rivals OneWheel and IO 
Hawk—use motion sensors and 
tiny computers to gauge where 
the wearer wants to go. You 
push off with one foot, lean 
forward, “and whoooosh”…. 
“It’s almost as if they’re 
reading your mind.”
From $399, rocketskates.com

Source: Wall Street Journal 

Look for independent approvals. Herbal 
medicines are not as safe as you might as-
sume: Those promising an energy boost or 
weight loss can cause heart palpitations, and 
some products even contain heavy metals 
like arsenic and mercury. Three companies 
test supplements, though, and if a product 
carries no approval on its label, you can look 
it up at the testing firms’ websites: USP.org, 
NSFSport.com, and ConsumerLab.com.

Avoid ‘proprietary blends.’ If the phrase 
“proprietary blend” appears on the ingredi-
ent list, “steer clear.” You should know the 
dose you’re taking of any active ingredient.

Stick with major retailers. Though there’s 
little oversight of supplements, national retail 
outlets like GNC, Walgreens, and Walmart get 
more scrutiny than smaller retailers. 

Consult your doctor. Don’t take anything 
without a pro’s advice, especially if you’re 
pregnant or on medication.
Source: Shape.com

PayPal “has been the standard in anony-
mous internet payments for years,” and it 
recently created a feature called PayPal.me 
that makes it easier for friends and family to 
transfer funds. If you’re owed money, send 
a text or email after signing up and the other 
party can pay you back for free.

Venmo is even easier to use once both 
parties have downloaded the app. But don’t 
use it to accept a payment from a stranger, 
because Venmo doesn’t provide the protec-
tions that PayPal can.

Square Cash works much like Venmo but 
doesn’t require both parties to have the app. 
Instead, you can pay a friend or ask for pay-
ment using an email or text that cc’s Square.

clearXchange, which is owned by Bank 
of America, Capital One, Chase, U.S. Bank, 
and Wells Fargo, allows direct payments to 
be made between account holders at any of 
those banks.
Source: Time.com

The 2016 McLaren 570S: What the critics say

A baby McLaren, from $187,400

Roku 2
The entry-level Roku box offers 
“a nearly perfect mix of speed, 
features, and price,” plus it 
doesn’t favor any one content 
provider over another. Some 
buyers will understandably pay 
$30 extra to get the Roku 3, 
which adds voice search and 
a headphone jack. But move 
up to the Roku 4 only if you’re 
certain to be streaming lots of 
ultra-HD content.
$70, roku.com

Source: CNET.com

Apple TV
Apple has i nally given its 
streaming device a serious 
update, and “it was worth the 
wait.” The remote is “a dream,” 
and the new operating system 
and voice-search function 
make i nding content easy. 
This box has also made a good 
start on games and syncs with 
iPhones, but it doesn’t yet sup-
port ultra-HD content, and it’s 
priced relatively high.
From $149, apple.com

Source: Engadget.com

Amazon Fire TV
The new version of Amazon’s 
streaming box remains best for 
customers of Amazon Prime. 
Though it offers access to 
Hulu and Net� ix too, it favors 
Amazon content. The latest 
model supports ultra-HD and 
allows voice search. It also pro-
vides “captive portal access,” 
making it easier to stream con-
tent when you’re relying on a 
dorm’s or hotel’s Wi-Fi.
$100, amazon.com

Source: PCMag.com

Google Chromecast
Other brands offer streaming 
sticks, but the Chromecast 
is different: It lets you take 
content you’re watching on 
a phone or tablet and trans-
mit to your TV screen. “Not 
everything you watch on your 
small screen is available for 
Chromecasting,” but it does 
handle Net� ix, Pandora, and 
HBO Now, and “the list of pos-
sibilities is growing.” 
$35, store.google.com

Source: TheStreet.com 
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Best properties on the market

1  Hillsboro, Ore.   
Built in 1998, this 
four-bedroom house 
on a 16.4-acre prop-
erty features views of 
Mount Hood. The 
house includes dark 
hickory floors, French 
doors, bay windows, 
and a chef’s kitchen 
with a Wolf stove. 
Eight acres of the 
property is planted 
with chardonnay, pinot 
noir, and pinot gris 
grapes. $2,475,000. 
Rita Wolff, M Realty, 
(503) 504-5258

3  Agoura Hills, Calif.  Built in 1931, this 
4,000-square-foot Spanish-style hacienda sits 
on 2.6 acres. The three-bedroom home has 
arched doorways, tile floors, doors that open 
to the outside throughout the home, and two 
master suites with spa bathrooms. More than 
an acre of the property is planted with caber-
net sauvignon and syrah. $2,995,000. Ryan 
Walczuk, the Agency, (424) 354-3112

2  Quincy, Wash.  This three-
bedroom home lies within 
the Cave B Estate Winery and 
Resort. The Mediterranean-
style house has large Douglas 
fir support beams in the great 
room, a spiral staircase, a grand 
piano, and a master bedroom 
with a study. The resort includes 
pools, a spa, the winery, a 
tasting room, and a restaurant. 
$2,800,000. Brad Vancour, 
 Realogics/Sotheby’s Inter na-
tional Realty, (206) 484-0167

This week: Houses in West Coast wine country
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Best properties on the market

4  St. Helena, Calif.  This 1-acre lot in the Napa region holds a 0.3-acre 
cabernet vineyard. The four-bedroom house has an open floor plan, large 
sliding glass doors, two fireplaces, hardwood flooring, and cathedral ceil-
ings. Property amenities include a guesthouse, a barn, a pool, and a pool 
house with a pizza oven. $4,995,000. Ginger Martin, Sotheby’s Interna-
tional Realty, (415) 516-3939 

6  Kirkland, Wash.  Built in 1942, this four-bedroom cottage 
features unobstructed views of Lake Washington. The updated 
home includes a modern kitchen, a fireplace, and hardwood 
floors. The town borders Woodinville Wine Country and has 
numerous 
wineries and 
tasting rooms 
nearby. $99,000. 
Val Burmester, 
 Realogics/  
Sotheby’s Inter-
national Realty, 
(425) 652-2335

Steal of the week
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5  Calistoga, Calif.  This two-bedroom house in Napa wine coun-
try has a 360-bottle wine cellar, a great room with a fireplace, and 
a kitchen that opens to a patio with a dining area. The property 
includes a one-bedroom guesthouse, a spa, and a fountain, and 
is close to downtown. $1,340,000. Heidi Rickerd Rizzo, Terra 
Firma Global Partners, (415) 272-4192
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Overstock.com is noth-
ing if not prepared, 
said Hanna Kozlowska 
in Qz.com. The Utah-
based online retailer 
has nearly $11 million 
in gold and silver coins 
and a three-month food 
supply for all 1,500 
employees in case 
of a financial crisis. 
Overstock chairman 
Jonathan Johnson 
is a member of the 
Mormon Church, and 
although it’s not clear if 
religion plays any part 
in Overstock’s policy, 
the church’s teachings 
encourage stockpiling 
food and emergency 
financial reserves. 
Johnson, a self-
described “Republican 
with a libertarian bent,” 
is an outspoken critic 
of the Federal Reserve 
and Wall Street, having 
endorsed Ron Paul for 
president in 2012. “We 
expect when there is 
a financial crisis, there 
will be a banking holi-
day,” Johnson says. “I 
don’t know if it will be 
two days or two weeks 
or two months. But we 
want to be able to keep 
our employees paid 
[and] safe and our site 
up and running.” 

Overstock.com’s  
emergency stockpile

BUSINESS

Fast-food workers walked out 
of their jobs in hundreds of 
cities this week, demanding a 
$15-an-hour minimum wage 
and the right to unionize, said 
Paul Davidson in USA Today. 
The walkouts marked the 
“largest show of force” since 
the “Fight for $15” movement 
kicked off three years ago, with 
tens of thousands of workers 
taking part in protests in more than 270 cities 
nationwide. “In contrast to their nine previ-
ous walkouts,” the workers this time put “an 
emphatic political stamp” on their rallies, culmi-
nating them outside local city halls and staging 
a protest outside the Republican presidential 
debate venue in Milwaukee.

“The Fight for $15 movement 
is seeking to influence not just 
Americans’ paychecks but also 
the country’s upcoming elec-
tions,” said Eric Morath and 
Melanie Trottman in WSJ.com . 
More than 12 million Americans 
work in the food service indus-
try, where the median wage 
last year was $9.20 an hour, 
and rally organizers estimate as 

many as 64 million workers nationwide earn less 
than $15 per hour—a potentially enormous vot-
ing bloc. But while there have been high-profile 
victories in cities like Seattle and Los Angeles, no 
state has a $15 pay floor. Of the presidential can-
didates, only Bernie Sanders and Martin O’Malley 
have endorsed a $15 minimum wage. 

Labor: ‘Fight for $15’ seeks 2016 ballot clout

Economy: Jobs report preps interest rate ‘liftoff’
The Federal Reserve looks likely to raise interest rates after an impres-
sive October jobs report, said Andrew Soergel in USNews.com. The 
U.S. added 271,000 jobs last month, the single best month for job 
growth this year, breaking a disappointing streak of two months with 
less than 200,000 new positions. It’s been an open question whether the 
Fed will have enough confidence in the economy’s performance to raise 
interest rates this year. But with the unemployment rate at 5 percent—its 
lowest level since April 2008—analysts see the scales tipping toward a 
rate hike in December, at the Fed’s final meeting of 2015. 

Health care: Valeant blames ‘fast growth’ for stock fall
Valeant is scrambling to reassure its investors that the embattled phar-
maceuticals giant has “a solid future,” said Andrew Pollack in The 
New York Times. Valeant’s shares have lost two-thirds of their value 
since early August amid harsh criticism of the company’s aggressive 
price hikes on drugs and a controversial partnership with a mail-order 
pharmacy accused of using dishonest accounting practices. Valeant 
CEO J. Michael Pearson told analysts this week that many of the com-
pany’s woes stemmed from “rapid growth” and that Valeant is offer-
ing bigger drug discounts in order to retain customers. 

Retail: Has early Black Friday frenzy peaked? 
After years of opening ever earlier on Thanksgiving to kick off Black 
Friday sales, “this year most stores are opening at the same time as last 
year,” said Hadley Malcolm in USA Today. Target, Macy’s, and Sears 
will open at 6 p.m. Thursday, while Toys R Us will open at 5 p.m. Half 
of U.S. consumers plan to shop on Thanksgiving, with about 40 percent 
planning to go to a store and 43 percent shopping online. Retailer REI 
has gone in the “unprecedented direction” of closing on Black Friday 
altogether, encouraging its workers to spend the day outside. 

Banks: JPMorgan hack tied to criminal syndicate
Four men have been indicted in what’s described as a “vast, multi-
year criminal enterprise” linked to last year’s massive cyberattack 
on JPMorgan Chase, said Greg Farrell and Patricia Hurtado in 
Bloomberg.com. Federal prosecutors say the JPMorgan Chase hack, 
which affected 83 million customer accounts, was just a part of a 
sprawling criminal scheme encompassing hundreds of co-conspirators 
involved in pump-and-dump stock schemes, credit card fraud, and 
illegal online casinos. The suspects allegedly used 75 shell companies 
around the world to launder hundreds of millions of dollars.
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A potentially huge voting bloc

American homes are 31 per-
cent more energy- efficient 
today than they were in 
1970. But because newly 
built houses are 60 percent 
larger than homes built four 
decades ago, there’s been 
roughly no change in overall 
energy use per house, cancel-
ing out any savings.  
Vox.com

The hedge fund industry 
as a whole lost 1.6 percent in 
the year ending in Septem-
ber, but managers of midsize 
portfolios are projected to 
have an average annual sal-
ary of $950,000.  
Gawker.com 

With oil hovering around 
$45 per barrel, industry 
workers are paying the price. 
Oil and gas companies have 
been laying off 10,000 to 

15,000 work-
ers a month 
this year. 
Chevron 
recently 
announced 
plans to lay 
off roughly 
7,000 em-
ployees, 
Shell has 
scrapped 
7,000 jobs, 
and BP ex-

pects to employ 4,000 fewer 
workers by the end of 2015. 
The Wall Street Journal

Just five companies 
earned 70 percent of the 
$300 billion in revenue gen-
erated by all internet com-
panies over the past year: 
Facebook, Amazon, Google 
holding company Alpha-
bet, eBay, and QVC owner 
Liberty Interactive. Amazon 
and Alphabet hauled in a 
combined 57 percent. 
USA Today

Institutions of higher 
learning employed more 
lobbyists last year than any 
industry except drug manu-
facturing and technology. 
One in every 40 U.S. workers 
draws a paycheck from a 
college or university, and 
there’s at least one college in 
every congressional district. 
The Wall Street Journal 

The bottom line
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Making money

Congress just put the kibosh on a Social 
Security “loophole” worth tens of thou-
sands of dollars for some married couples, 
said Tara Siegel Bernard in The New York 
Times. The recent bipartisan budget deal 
eliminates the “file and suspend” strategy 
that allows individuals to collect spousal 
Social Security benefits while their own 
benefits continue to grow. Under the 
claiming strategy, one spouse files for So-
cial Security benefits upon reaching retire-
ment a ge but then immediately suspends 
the payouts. The other partner, usually the 
lower-earning one, can then draw spousal 
benefits while waiting to collect his or her own monthly payout, 
which grows 8 percent every year that benefits aren’t taken until 
age 70. Meanwhile, the spouse’s benefits that were suspended 
continue to increase as well. Using this strategy, some couples 
can increase their lifetime Social Security benefits anywhere from 
$10,000 to $60,000. But Congress has put an end to it, with 
new rules going into effect within the next six months.

“Married couples have no shortage of options for deciding when 
to collect Social Security benefits,” said Jonnelle Marte in The 
Washington Post. But under these new rules, retirees are eligible 
only for spousal benefits if their partner already collects Social 
Security. Another change Congress just made eliminates what’s 
known as a restricted application, in which retirees can receive 
spousal benefits first, and then switch to their full retirement 

benefits later on. If you’re married and 
in your 60s, “you’ll need to do some 
careful retirement planning, quickly,” 
said Sharon Epperson in CNBC.com. 
People already at full retirement age (66 
and older) have until May 1 to take ad-
vantage of file and suspend. Retirees 62 
or older by the end of this year can also 
elect to collect spousal benefits before 
taking their own Social Security.

“Even people decades away from retire-
ment should pay close attention to how 
Congress just ended two lucrative ways 

of taking Social Security benefits,” said Liz Weston in Reuters 
.com. Though just 0.1 percent of all Social Security recipients 
took advantage of file and suspend, any dual-income couple 
could have benefited from the strategy. But it was increasingly 
seen as unfairly benefiting the wealthy—high earners could lock 
in more benefits with it—and so it came on the chopping block 
as a “loophole.” What’s notable is that while Congress usually 
phases in big Social Security changes over decades, this time it 
moved incredibly fast. However, don’t go claiming Social Secu-
rity early, thinking you’ll “lock in” benefits if and when Con-
gress makes more changes. Delaying benefits as long as possible 
is still the best way to maximize Social Security checks. “The 
moral of the story” is not to rely on any one claiming strategy 
to remain unchanged. “But that should not prompt you to make 
decisions that will leave you worse off.” 

Social Security: The end of ‘file and suspend’
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A lucrative “loophole” is being eliminated.

Startup investing goes Main Street
Small investors will now get their shot at try-
ing to find the next Twitter, Instagram, or 
Uber, said Marcy Gordon in the Associated 
Press. Starting in mid-2016, startups will be 
able to sell stock in their companies online, 
under new crowdfunding rules just finalized 
by the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
Investors with annual income or net worth less 
than $100,000 will be allowed to invest up to 
$5,000 annually; those who make more can 
invest up to 10 percent of their annual income. 
Previously only “accredited investors” who 
met strict wealth requirements were allowed to 
fund startups. Startup investing is risky, with 
about half of all small businesses shuttered 
within the first five years. To protect investors 
from scams and shady businesses, crowd-
funding securities offerings can be made only 
through brokerage firms or funding platforms 
registered with the SEC. 

‘Starter accounts’ for retirement
Workers who don’t have a 401(k) or other 
retirement plan through their jobs have a 
new, government-backed option to help them 
get started on their savings, said Charisse 
Jones in USA Today. The Treasury Depart-
ment’s “myRA” savings program officially 

launched last week with free, no-risk retire-
ment accounts for Americans earning less 
than $131,000 a year, or $193,000 if married 
and filing taxes jointly. The myRA accounts, 
to which workers can contribute from their 
paychecks, bank accounts, or tax refunds, 
“cost nothing to open and have no fees,” and 
savers can put in as little as a dollar. The plans 
follow the same rules as a Roth IRA, but the 
money is invested in a government security 
that’s guaranteed not to lose value.

With this debt, I thee wed
Is it worth going into debt for a wedding? 
asked AJ Smith in Yahoo.com. With the av-
erage wedding costing just over $30,000 in 
2014, many couples are turning to personal 
loans to pay for their nuptials. Like most other 
personal loans, wedding loans generally range 
from $2,000 to $35,000. These loans also 
typically have better rates than credit cards, 
especially for borrowers with good credit. The 
appeal is being able to host a dream wedding 
without emptying a savings account. But most  
financial experts warn against such borrow-
ing when it’s possible to either cut expenses or 
save up for the big date. The real question for 
couples: “Are you sure this one-day event is 
worth taking on a large amount of debt?” 

What the experts say

For nearly 100 years, the American 
Theatre Wing (americantheatrewing.org) 
has been a champion of theater arts 
across the country. The organization’s 
most high-profile work is the creation 
and organization of the annual Tony 
Awards, but ATW is also an active propo-
nent of theater throughout the year with 
its educational programs and grants. 
Each year, ATW distributes at least 10 
grants of $10,000 each to theater compa-
nies nationwide to support operations. 
The two-week intensive SpringboardNYC 
program offers college students a gate-
way into New York’s theater community, 
and the Theatre Intern Network provides 
career starters with exclusive seminars 
and contacts. 

Charity of the week

Each charity we feature has earned a 
four-star overall rating from Charity 
Navigator, which rates not-for-profit 
organizations on the strength of their 
finances, their governance practices, 
and the transparency of their operations. 
Four stars is the group’s highest rating. 
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Activist shareholders may not deserve their reputa-
tion as “hit-and-run” investors after all, said Andrew 
Ross Sorkin. “If you listen to CEOs and politicians 
on the stump these days, you would get the sense 
that most activists are dangerous quick-buck art-
ists,” buying up large stakes in public companies and 
agitating for changes to boost the company’s short-
term stock market value. They then sell quickly at 
a profit, to the detriment of companies’ long-term 
futures. But compared with the average investor, 
activists actually “look like Rip Van Winkle.” In 
2014, the average stock was held by ordinary and 
institutional investors for a little less than two years; 

mutual fund managers turned over their portfolios 
every year and a half. By contrast, famed “corporate 
raider” Carl Icahn’s average holding period for a 
stock is more than three years. Nelson Peltz’s hedge 
fund Trian, which has pushed for changes at Heinz 
and DuPont, holds its investments for an average of 
three years. For companies where Trian takes board 
seats, stocks are held even longer. None of this ex-
cuses activists’ more brazen tactics for engineering 
short-term spikes in a company’s value. But if advo-
cates are serious about getting activists to think long-
term, they should probably start by “persuading the 
rest of us to do the same.” 

In a political culture that demands easy answers, 
Janet Yellen stands out for refusing to provide them, 
said Zachary Karabell. The Federal Reserve chair-
woman has been taking fire from the Left and the 
Right for her caution on whether to raise interest 
rates. What her critics don’t understand “is that the 
standards that are supposed to guide monetary policy 
appear to have collapsed.” In the past, when unem-
ployment declined, wages and inflation rose—clear 
justification to raise rates. Now, unemployment is 
just 5 percent, but inflation is nonexistent and wages 
haven’t budged for years. The “patterns are no lon-
ger working.” Hence Yellen’s deliberate pace. It no 

longer looks like the U.S. economy is in a “cyclical 
funk” but more like some fundamental structural 
change has occurred. The Fed is still struggling to 
understand exactly what that means, and instead 
of giving pat answers, Yellen has been honest about 
what she and other central bankers don’t know. For 
this she’s blamed for creating a “dazed and confused 
market.” But Yellen’s message is actually crystal clear: 
“In the face of such uncertainty, caution and care 
are more important than decisive action for its own 
sake.” Yellen knows the Fed is entering “uncharted 
territory.” Instead of “craving false answers,” we 
should embrace Yellen’s “passion for the real world.” A
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Activists
take the
long view
Andrew Ross Sorkin

The New York Times

The Fed’s 
admirable 
indecision
Zachary Karabell

Politico.com

Exxon Mobil has some explaining to do, 
said Justin Gillis and Clifford Krauss in 
The New York Times. The oil giant is being 
investigated by the New York attorney 
general over whether it lied to its investors 
and the public about the risks of climate 
change. For decades, Exxon Mobil alleg-
edly poured money into outside groups 
dedicated to undermining the scientific case 
for climate change, even as the company’s 
own scientists warned Exxon executives 
about the potential environmental conse-
quences of burning fossil fuels. Some legal 
experts are already comparing the inquiry to the multibillion-
dollar lawsuits brought against Big Tobacco for fudging the health 
impact of smoking. Depending on what the investigation finds, 
we may soon see a “legal assault on fossil fuel companies.”

Exxon knew as early as the 1970s that carbon dioxide emissions 
from burning oil and gas “could have dire effects on the Earth,” 
said Timothy Egan, also in the Times. But instead of coming 
clean, the company engineered a disinformation campaign “So-
viet-era propagandists would be proud of.” By the time Exxon 
cut off funding for climate change deniers in the mid-2000s 
and admitted that humans were largely to blame for the Earth’s 
warming, the damage had been done. Republican presidential 
candidates in 2015, “with a far bigger megaphone than Exxon 
ever had,” continue to spout “the very junk science” hatched in 
its boardroom. 

“If you care about free speech,” said Robert Samuelson in The 
Washington Post, the campaign against Exxon should trouble 

you. For one thing, it’s a real stretch to 
blame Exxon for our own foot drag-
ging in addressing climate change. The 
millions of Americans who revile Big 
Oil “are not uncritical consumers of in-
dustry propaganda.” We should also be 
wary of any government effort to punish 
a company for essentially “expressing its 
opinions.” Those opinions may be smart 
or stupid, sensible or self-interested; 
“whatever, they deserve protection.” 
Scapegoating Exxon for global warming 
is a “political cheap shot.” More like a 

“witch hunt,” said Holman Jenkins Jr. in The Wall Street Journal. 
Exxon’s climate research has been conducted in public view for 
decades, with the “allegedly damning documents” about a stealthy 
misinformation campaign coming from peer-reviewed journals 
and Exxon’s own website. The company’s real crime is not sub-
scribing to the very specific vision of “climate doom” endorsed by 
environmentalists, who want draconian restrictions on fossil fuels. 

“Lying to the public is the American way,” said Matt Levine in 
BloombergView.com. It’s also perfectly legal. Lying to investors, 
on the other hand, is what we call “fraud.” And that’s where 
Exxon could be in trouble. Misleading the public about science 
and policy “are everyday parts of our great democracy.” But de-
ceptions about science’s possible effect on your stock price risks 
a securities fraud investigation, especially in New York state, 
where the attorney general has broad powers to prosecute finan-
cial fraud. There’s a distinct limit to any company’s claim to free 
speech. “Corporations are people, perhaps, but they’re not quite 
as free as you might have thought.” 

Issue of the week: Exxon Mobil’s slippery climate science

What did Exxon know and when?
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Allen Toussaint 
was one of 
New Orleans’ 
most celebrated 

onstage performers, but he 
spent most of his musical 
career behind the scenes. 
That’s the way the legendary 
songwriter, composer, and 
arranger liked it. Over his 
more than 60-year career, 
Toussaint wrote nearly 700 
songs, which were covered 
by acts as diverse as the Rolling Stones (“Fortune 
Teller”), Glenn Campbell (“Southern Nights”), 
and Lee Dorsey (“Working in the Coal Mine”), 
and collaborated with musicians in genres span-
ning rock, pop, soul, blues, jazz, hip hop, boogie-
woogie, and more. “I prefer writing for other art-
ists,” Toussaint said in 1998. “I get more inspira-
tion from other people than I do myself.”

Born into a musical family in a working-class 
neighborhood of New Orleans, Toussaint was 
“entirely self-taught as a musician,” aside from a 
month of piano lessons when he was 8 years old, 
said The San Diego Union-Tribune. He started 
his first band at age 13, and at 17 he was hired 
to play piano on three Fats Domino records 
while Domino was away on tour. By the time he 
was 23, Toussaint had written a chart-topper, 

Ernie K-Doe’s 1961 hit 
“Mother-in-Law.” “The list 
of those who benefited from 
Toussaint’s touch as a pro-
ducer and arranger is stag-
gering,” said USA Today. 
Over the decades, Toussaint 
produced landmark al bums 
for the likes of Paul McCart-
ney, Paul Si mon, Joe Cocker, 
Dr. John, the Band, and 
Patti LaBelle. He also 
“groomed a quartet of New 

Orleans musicians known as the Meters” who 
went on to worldwide fame.

Toussaint’s own performing career “was re booted” 
in 2005 after Hurricane Katrina flooded his New 
Orleans home and studio and forced him to 
move to New York, where he began to perform 
more solo concerts, said The New York Times. 
Toussaint eventually returned to his hometown, 
said the New Orleans Times-Picayune, where 
he was a beloved local fixture known for his 
“unhurried speech, elegant suits, and a Rolls-
Royce marked with license plates that read 
‘Piano’ and ‘Tunes.’” But he remained humble 
about his indelible mark on music history. “I’m 
not accustomed to talking about myself,” he 
said. “I talk in the studio with musicians. Or 
through my songs.”

When director Steven 
Spielberg asked 
Melissa Mathison 
to write the script 

for E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial, she 
was visiting her future husband 
Harrison Ford on the Tunisian set 
of Spielberg’s Raiders of the Lost 
Ark. “We were driving through the 
night across the desert,” Mathison 
recalled. “Beautiful, empty desert, 
with this incredibly starry sky.” 
When she finished the screenplay about the 
friendship between a stranded, saucer-eyed alien 
and a suburban California boy, “I was in floods 
of tears,” Mathison said. “The big question, 
though, was, ‘Would anyone react the same 
way?’” They did—and still do. The 1982 block-
buster remains an enduring cinematic classic, 
though Mathison later described it as simply a 
“boy-meets-dog story.” 

Mathison “grew up in the Hollywood Hills,” 
said the Los Angeles Times, one of five children 
born to journalist Richard Mathison and his 
wife, Pegeen. “We weren’t your mainstream 
’50s family,” she said. “My parents had won-
derful, eccentric, artistic friends.” One of them 
was director Francis Ford Coppola, who hired 

a starstruck Mathison as his assis-
tant on The Godfather: Part II. 
“Bringing coffee to Al Pacino was 
exciting,” she recalled. Mathison’s 
big break—and first screenplay 
credit—came in 1979 when 
Coppola, who was producing The 
Black Stallion, asked her to rewrite 
the script about a shipwrecked boy 
who bonds with an Arabian horse. 
Three years later, she earned an 
Oscar nomination for E.T., “one of 

Hollywood’s signature depictions of the anxieties 
and longings of childhood,” said The New York 
Times. Her catchphrase “E.T., phone home” 
became a universal meme “about the tug of 
familiar surroundings and the balm of love.” 

Mathison reaped a fortune from her percentage 
of E.T.’s vast merchandising revenue, plus some 
$100 million after she and Ford divorced in 2004, 
“then the third-highest settlement in history,” said 
The Guardian (U.K.). She wrote only a few more 
scripts, notably for Kundun, Martin Scorsese’s 
1997 film about the Dalai Lama, who became her 
friend. At her death, Mathison had just adapted 
a Roald Dahl children’s tale, The BFG, for Spiel-
berg to direct. “She was more than a writer,” 
Spielberg said. “She was like a partner.”

Obituaries

Melissa
Mathison

1950–2015
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The prolific songwriter who embodied R&B

The Hollywood screenwriter who created E.T.

Allen
Toussaint

1938–2015  As Israel’s fifth president, 
Yitzhak Navon defied conven-
tion. He was the country’s 
first leader with a Sephardic 
background, and the first 

to make an 
official visit 
to an Arab 
state. While 
Israel’s presi-

dency is largely symbolic, 
Navon made it his mission 
to build bridges between the 
country’s Jews and Arabs, 
Sephardim and Ashkenazim, 
Left and Right. “There were 
in Israel at the time Jews 
who came from 102 countries 
and spoke 81 languages,” he 
said of his presidency, which 
ran from 1978 to 1983. “How 
do you consolidate them into 
one nation? This is where I 
saw my role.” 

“Navon was born into one of 
the oldest and most distin-
guished Jerusalem families,” 
said The Daily Telegraph 
(U.K.). Fluent in Arabic from 
an early age, during the 1948 
war Navon worked for the 
Haganah, the forerunner of 
the Israeli Defense Forces, 
“collecting intelligence about 
Arab leaders and society.” 
After a stint as a diplomat, 
he served as chief of staff to 
Prime Minister David Ben-
Gurion for 11 years and sat 
for more than a decade in 
the Knesset. Navon “was 
a popular president,” said 
Ha’aretz, in part because he 
displayed backbone. During 
Israel’s 1982 invasion of 
Lebanon, he threatened to 
resign unless the govern-
ment investigated two refu-
gee camp massacres. The 
resulting inquiry led to sev-
eral high-level resignations. 

In 1992, Navon “quit politics 
and became a successful 
author and playwright,” 
said the Los Angeles Times, 
writing two musicals and 
a fantastical account of the 
reunification of Jerusalem. 
“Whoever was called to 
heaven was asked to pray 
there and act for those who 
remained [in Jerusalem],” he 
said of the city of his youth. 
“I, too, when I go, will ask 
for the welfare of those that 
remain.”

Yitzhak
Navon
1921–2015
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video conferencing and data- transmission 
abilities so a patient can leave a hospital and 
use the machines at home. It’s his 1,085th 
patent. Just as remarkable, Wood has more 
than 3,000 inventions awaiting perusal by 
the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. He’ll 
likely remain America’s top idea man for 
many years to come.

Wood’s work at IV has included whimsical 
projects such as a laser-based shaver and 
a microwave that can customize its power 
for individual items on a plate. He’s also 
worked on a low-power clothes dryer, anti-
collision systems for cars, and a thermos 
for preserving vaccines. “At least half of 
his activities—maybe more—are trying to 
help the least fortunate people on earth,” 
says Nathan Myhrvold, IV’s co-founder and 
former chief technology officer at Microsoft. 
“He’s really good at it. His ideas have 
already saved tons of lives and have the 
potential of saving enormously more.”

W
OOD INSISTS THAT if he’s smart, he 
didn’t start out that way. Growing 
up in Southern California, he 

says, “I didn’t do well in any classes.” He 
often failed or received the lowest score on 
the first exam given in a particular course 
and improved his marks through repetition 
and intense effort. The strategy worked. 
He skipped a couple of grades and enrolled 

at UCLA at 16, where he tested into an 
 honors-level calculus class. The worst score 
on the first exam—once again—was his. 
“I’d gotten into the class on the basis of 
aptitude, not knowledge, which is a ruinous 
sort of thing,” he says. “It’s like being told I 
understand the theory of swimming, and so 
here I am tossed into a high-speed river.”

The score horrified Wood, and he tried to 
make up for it with a very hard extra-credit 
problem. “You had to figure out how to 
cover an area with tiles in a specified fash-
ion,” he says. “This is back in 1958, and it 
was a famous math problem. It was hope-
less, and everyone worked on it for a while 
and then threw it away.”

As it happened, UCLA had just taken deliv-
ery of the first digital computer west of the 
Mississippi. Wood taught himself how to 
use the machine over the Christmas break 
and then wrote a program to solve the tiling 
problem. After he turned in his work, his 
professor accused him of cheating. “And 
so I reached down in a briefcase and pulled 
out the program,” he says. “The professor’s 
jaw literally dropped, and he said, ‘What is 
a computer? You can have the points if you 
teach me how to use this thing.’”

Wood went on to get undergraduate degrees 
in chemistry and math from UCLA, as well 
as a doctorate in astrophysics. Then, in 
1972, he got a job at Law rence Liver more 
National Lab or a tory, where he served as 
a protégé of Edward Teller, the theoreti-
cal physicist and father of the hydrogen 
bomb. Wood worked on projects ranging 
from spacecraft to the use of gamma rays 
to place hidden watermarks on objects. 
Then came the Star Wars project, for which 
Wood pushed a team of scientists to build 
a weapons system capable of detecting and 
destroying Russian intercontinental ballistic 
missiles midflight.

That Wood opens up about this is unex-
pected. Historians and journalists haven’t 
been kind to Teller, one of the most polar-
izing figures of the Cold War, and Wood 
often gets lumped in with him as a fringe 
science lunatic, especially when it comes to 
Star Wars. After billions of dollars and years 
of controversy, the initiative never made it 
out of the lab.

Wood is quick to suggest that he knew all 
along that the system, while technically fea-
sible, was too complex and expensive to be 
practical. It was mainly for show, he says—
a feint that broke the enemy’s morale and 

The most prolific inventor in U.S. history got Fs in school, said Ashlee Vance, and helped bring down the USSR.

Lowell Wood, testifying before Congress in 2004

I
T’S REALLY A one-person sort of vehicle,” 
says Lowell Wood, right after he offers 
me a lift. His brown 1996 Toyota 

4Runner, parked outside his office building 
in Bellevue, Wash., has 300,000-plus miles 
on the odometer and looks it. Garbage bags 
take up most of the back. He squeezes his 
paunchy, 6-foot-2-inch frame behind the 
wheel and, using his cane, whacks away 
papers, more bags, and an ’80s-vintage car 
phone to clear some room on the passenger 
side. The interior smells like pet kibble. 
Wood puts the keys in the ignition and then 
spends half a minute jiggling them vigor-
ously until the truck finally starts. I wonder 
aloud if all the detritus crammed in his 
SUV could be from a hobby. “No, I don’t 
have time for any of that,” Wood says. He 
adds that he’s not terribly good with the 
ordinary aspects of life—paying bills, say, 
or car washing. He’s too consumed with 
inventing solutions to the world’s problems. 
Ideas—really big ideas—keep bombarding 
his mind. “It’s like the rain forest,” he says. 
“Every afternoon, the rains come.”

From most people, a comment like that 
would be preposterously self-important, 
if not delusional. But Wood is just telling 
the truth. At 74, he’s been an inventor-in-
residence at Intellectual Ventures (IV), a 
technology research-and-patent firm, for 
about a decade. He’s paid to think and 
orchestrate international teams to develop 
products such as anti-concussion helmets, 
drug-delivery systems, super efficient nuclear 
reactors—anything, really, that might 
address some pressing need. In the 1980s he 
led the development of the space lasers that 
were meant to shield the U.S. from Soviet 
missiles as part of the “Star Wars” program. 
He’s an astrophysicist, a self-trained paleon-
tologist, and computer scientist, and, as of a 
few months ago, the most prolific inventor 
in U.S. history.

Thomas Alva Edison earned his last patent 
on May 16, 1933. U.S. Patent No. 1,908,830 
is for a device that bonds two metals via 
electrolysis. It was hardly his most excit-
ing invention. Going back to 1869, Edison 
had patented breakthroughs in commu-
nications, movies, lighting, and power 
distribution. By the end of his career, he 
was an international celebrity with 1,084 
utility patents to his name, the most for 
an American.

That record stood until July 7, 2015, when 
Wood received U.S. Patent No. 9,075,906 for 
a device that can imbue medical gear with 
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treasury. “I got the result that I wanted,” he 
says. “The Soviet Union collapsed. Check. 
It’s done. The Evil Empire is no more.” 

In 2006, after four decades in the govern-
ment, Wood retired to become a full-time 
inventor. He’d met Myhrvold many years 
earlier, and the pair rekindled their friend-
ship at a dinosaur conference. Myhrvold 
soon introduced Wood to Bill Gates. The 
men hit it off and now meet regularly to 
brainstorm. “Lowell is the definition of a 
polymath,” Gates says. “It’s not just how 
much he knows, it’s the way his brain 
works. He gives himself the freedom to look 
at problems in a different way. To me, that 
is the mark of a great inventor.”

O
N A RECENT morning at IV, Wood 
putters past a disturbingly lifelike 
Tyrannosaurus rex head hanging 

in the reception area toward a conference 
room. He’s dressed, as usual, in slacks and 
a tie-dyed, short-sleeve oxford. The tie-dye, 
combined with his reddish-gray beard, sug-
gests a hippie Santa.

Listening to him is like binge-watching 
several seasons of Nova. He talks for four 
hours in a soft, deep voice, digressing into 
one intellectual rabbit hole after another: 
physics, space lasers, pestilence, rockets, 
whale oil, lithography, fracking, eidetic 
memory, war. He’s adept at the tangent—
did you know that measles is a zoonosis 
humans picked up from grazing animals 
1,500 years ago?—that somehow always 
relates back to the topic at hand.

Wood attributes his ability to hop from 
subject to subject, making associations that 
sometimes lead to inventions, to reading—
a lot. He subscribes to three dozen academic 
journals. “I have a terrible deficiency of 
willpower once I open an electronic table 
of contents for Physical Review Letters or 
the New England Journal of Medicine,” he 
says. “It’s just terribly difficult to pull myself 
away from them.”

The more difficult the problem and the 
more layers of complexity it has, the more 
emphatic Wood’s disquisitions get. Take his 
work on concussions: “I didn’t know the 
first thing about a concussion. I thought it 
was just brain slamming against the interior 
of the skull, particularly violently.” Wood 
looks down. It clearly bothers him that he 
had it wrong. “Basically that has nothing 
to do with what a real concussion is. A 
concussion occurs by the brain being very 
rapidly twisted inside the skull, and in par-
ticular the so-called angular acceleration. It’s 
not just the twist or the speed of twist, but 
it is the time rate of change and the speed of 
the twist that tears neural fibers apart. It’s a 
ghastly sort of thing. It literally just rips the 
nervous system apart.”
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“But the striking thing is that it piles up. If 
you do that same thing again a week or two 
later—or an hour or two later, heaven help 
you—the damage not only becomes more 
severe, but it takes much longer to heal. 
And if you do it three times in a bad after-
noon on the soccer field or football field, the 
damage is likely to be permanent.” 

An organization—he declines to say 
which—came to talk him into developing 
anti-concussion technology. He wasn’t inter-
ested at first. NFL players “are professional 
gladiators,” he says. “They know what 
they’re doing. I mean, it’s been documented 

research: the Photonic Fence, which is to 
mosquitoes what Star Wars was meant to 
be to Soviet ICBMs. The system uses fence-
post-mounted cameras and light sensors to 
measure insect size, speed, and wing- flapping 
frequency. When a mosquito is detected, a 
laser zaps it into a tiny puff of smoke.

O
N THE SUBJECT of things like faster 
planes and engines, Wood becomes 
downright distraught and angry. 

“What have we been doing?” he asks. 
“How can we be so lazy?” He sees the 
world as a never-ending puzzle. It’s an 
attitude that leaves others feeling optimis-
tic after chatting with him. Famine? Evil? 
Impending environmental doom? They’re 
but problems waiting to be solved.

Wood, for example, is of the mind that 
global warming can be stopped relatively 
quickly and inexpensively through geoengi-
neering. “There’s all kinds of solutions on 
the table that nobody denies are technical 
solutions. They’re just not politically pre-
ferred solutions,” he says. One such solution 
would be to sink the atmosphere’s carbon 
dioxide into the deep ocean; another would 
be to push the warm water on the top layer 
of the ocean down to the bottom.

He seems most bullish on the idea of using 
high-altitude balloons to release particles of 
sulfur or some other substance that would, 
in effect, provide shade for the planet. He’s 
convinced this wouldn’t only be feasible 
but would also come with few, if any, con-
sequences. “All these sort of things involve 
capital investments on the order of $10 bil-
lion, but people are talking about going out 
and spending $1 trillion a year to cope with 
global warming, and they’re not even doing 
a very good job of it,” Wood says. “The 
solutions are straightforward.”

He argues there’s little chance of climate 
change—or anything, really, natural or 
human-made—wiping out the species soon. 
He points out that the sheer number of 
humans makes us hard to kill, and says 
we’re still not as good at mass destruction 
as we imagine. “It’s going to be a long, long 
time before the human race has the ability to 
threaten 90 percent of human lives.”

On a much brighter note, Wood thinks there 
are plenty of ideas—really big, great ones—
left to be imagined. “It’s frankly illiterate to 
not be optimistic,” Wood says. “We’re going 
to see a blossoming across essentially every 
front, unprecedented in human technological 
history. This is not something that’s hoped 
for. This is baked in the cake.” 

Excerpted from an article that originally 
appeared in Bloomberg.com. Reprinted 
with permission.

Woods’ Photonic Fence prototype

for a decade or two that this is what hap-
pens to you. It’s a self-inflicted wound. Why 
are we wasting time on this?”

“Well, it turns out that’s not where most 
of the damage occurs. Most of the damage 
occurs on high school playing fields. Young 
males between ages 10 and 20 are the ones 
that are inadvertently, unknowingly, inno-
cently taking damage.” 

Wood’s anti-concussion solution, much like 
football, isn’t for the squeamish. Sensors in 
the helmet trigger a mechanism that fuses a 
player’s helmet and shoulder pads. Wood is 
vague on exactly how that would work, but 
spikes or rods of some kind would shoot 
down from the helmet to keep the head 
from turning.

“In a fraction of a second, the helmet will 
put things down that will grab your col-
larbones and not only will your neck not 
break, but your brain won’t be damaged. 
That’s what we’ve invented.”

Wood’s refusal to say who approached 
him to work on helmet technology is typi-
cal cloak-and-dagger theater for IV. The 
company is an idea factory that often gets 
contracted to work on difficult, potentially 
lucrative problems. It keeps this work to 
itself until the invention has been patented 
and is ready to commercialize.

Wood’s anti-malaria technology is much 
closer to his background in weapons 
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Crossword No. 336: Tiger Beat by Matt Gaffney

Sources: A complete list of publications cited in The Week can be found at theweek.com/sources.

The Week Contest

This week’s question: A Brooklyn woman has begun 
renting “mothering” services to needy hipsters, cooking 
them meals, doing their shopping, and giving them guilt-
free motherly advice. If designers created a mothering 
app to help 20-somethings cope with the challenges of 
adulthood, what should it be called?

Last week’s contest: Billionaire Sanford Weill and his 
wife, Joan, recently withdrew a $20 million pledge to Paul 
Smith’s College when a judge ruled that the cash-strapped 
New York school couldn’t be renamed in their honor. 
Please coin the name of a syndrome in which apparent 
acts of philanthropy are in fact motivated by ego.

THE WINNER: “Philanthro-me” 
Richard Hofstetter, New York City

SECOND PLACE: “Maltruism” 
Christine Viglietti, Sheboygan, Wis.

THIRD PLACE: “Egonomics” 
Rich Greene, Novato, Calif.

For runners-up and complete contest rules, please go 
to theweek.com/contest.

How to enter: Submissions should be emailed to 
contest@theweek.com. Please include your name, 
address, and daytime telephone number for verification; 
this week, please type “Mother me” in the subject line. 
Entries are due by noon, Eastern Time, Tuesday, Nov. 17. 

Winners will appear on the Puzzle Page 
next issue and at theweek.com/puzzles 
on Friday, Nov. 20. In the case of iden-
tical or similar entries, the first one 
received gets credit. ACROSS

1  Hiccup, for instance
6  Swear
10  Tesla Motors CEO
14  Columbus craft
15  It covers almost  

9 percent of Earth’s 
surface

16  Arguing against
17  Its ceiling is the roof
18  Sticks in the water
20  Religious movement 

strongly influenced 
by French theologian 
John

22  Point
23  Sgt., e.g.
24  Antacid brand
28  Lair
30  Sports org. founded 

by Teddy Roosevelt
34  Completely committed
35  Like some codes and 

systems
37  Barley product
38  Comic strip that 

debuted 30 years ago 
this month, named for 
the thinkers in 20 and 
51 Across

41  Hydrogen’s atomic 
number

42  Autobahn autos
43  Artillery barrage
44  Grandma
46  Surreal ending?
47  She won an Oscar for 

playing Thatcher
48  Stephen Colbert’s 

employer
50  Seoul-based Soul 

maker

51  What gives a ruler 
power over the 
governed, in the 
writings of English 
philosopher Thomas

59  Big red
60  2014 movie with the 

tagline: “One dream 
can change the world”

61  Frozen-custard brand
62  Write up for a violation
63  Use, as a picnic table
64  Short message
65  Singer who’s one 

letter shy of being an 
African country

66  Cat ___ the Pigeons 
(Agatha Christie 
mystery)

DOWN
1  Lovers’ quarrel
2  ___ helmet
3  Before, to Brutus
4  Recipe instruction
5  Alexander the Great’s 

region
6  Boston Brahmin 

surname
7  Manipulative type
8  Territory in the game 

Risk
9  Birthplace of Flannery 

O’Connor
10  Former D.C. mayor 

Barry
11  Reverse
12  Tennis star Wawrinka
13  One of the 

Kardashians

19  “I could keep going, 
but won’t”

21  Republican debate 
sponsor

24  City south of Atlanta
25  Here Comes Honey 

Boo Boo star 
Thompson

26  Midnight in Paris 
director

27  Woman’s name that’s 
also a Roman numeral

28  Skirt stuff
29  Machiavellian 

concerns
31  Important message, 

back in the day
32  Brand of naproxen
33  Source of “crying 

wolf” and “sour 
grapes”

35  Exaggerates, as an 
expense report

36  In Davy Jones’ locker
39  Pest
40  Spot for shots
45  Confront
47  Covetousness, e.g.
49  Chomped
50  Divided peninsula
51  Team, in soccer 

parlance
52  Jewelry material
53  Tender cut
54  Word in four U.S. state 

capitals
55  25 score sheets?
56  Kind of clarinet or flute
57  “It’ll be fun!”
58  Orange drink
59  Favorite

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 21

22 23

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

34 35 36 37

38 39 40

41 42 43

44 45 46 47

48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58

59 60

61 62 63

64 65 66

 

Fill in all the 
boxes so that 
each row, column, 
and outlined 
square includes 
all the numbers 
from 1 through 9. 
 
Difficulty:  
super-hard

Sudoku

The winner gets a one-year  
subscription to The Week.
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For 25 years, The Great Courses has brought the world’s foremost 
educators to millions who want to go deeper into the subjects that 
matter most. No exams. No homework. Just a world of knowledge 
available any time, anywhere. Download or stream to your laptop 
or PC, or use our free mobile apps for iPad, iPhone, or Android. 
Over 550 courses available at www.TheGreatCourses.com.

Critical Business Skills for Success
LECTURE TITLES

Critical Business Skills for Success
Course no. 5800 | 60 lectures (30 minutes/lecture)

Master 5 Essential Skills 
of Business Management
What does it take to reach lasting success in business? It all comes 
down to a solid grasp of the fundamentals taught to MBA students 
in some of the world’s most prestigious business schools. Critical 

Business Skills for Success, our comprehensive 60-lecture course 
taught by five renowned business professors, brings the MBA 
experience right to you. 

Here in one place is your accessible introduction to the five disciplines 
that everyone—entry-level employees and CEOs alike—needs to 
master in order to reap rewards in today’s complex marketplace: 
strategy, operations management, finance and accounting, 
organizational behavior, and marketing. In exploring each skill, you’ll 
learn about everything from key terms and methodologies to research-
backed strategies and case studies involving some of the world’s 
most powerful companies. These 60 lessons comprise an all-in-one 
introduction to business management skills you need to succeed.
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1 Strategy Is Making Choices
2 How Apple Raises 

Competitive Barriers
3 The Danger of Straddling
4 What Trader Joe’s 

Doesn’t Do
5 First Movers versus 

Fast Followers
6 When Netfl ix Met 

Blockbuster

7 Anticipating Your 
Rival’s Response

8 Why Did Disney Buy Pixar?
9 The Diversifi cation Discount
10 Forward and Backward 

Integration
11 Mergers and Acquisitions—

The Winner’s Curse
12 Launching a Lean Start-Up

STRATEGY 
Taught by Michael A. Roberto, Bryant University

13 The Power of Superior 
Operations

14 Leaner, Meaner Production
15 Refi ning Service Operations
16 Matching Supply 

and Demand
17 Rightsizing Inventory
18 Managing Supply 

and Suppliers
19 The Long Reach of Logistics

20 Rethinking Your 
Business Processes

21 Measuring Operational 
Performance

22 Keeping an Eye on 
Your Margins

23 Leveraging Your 
Supply Chain

24 Reducing Risk, 
Building Resilience

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 
Taught by Thomas J. Goldsby, The Ohio State University

25 Accounting and Finance—
Decision-Making Tools

26 How to Interpret a 
Balance Sheet

27 Why the Income 
Statement Matters

28 How to Analyze a Cash 
Flow Statement

29 Common Size, Trend, 
and Ratio Analysis

30 Cost-Volume-Profi t Analysis
31 Understanding the 

Time Value of Money

32 The Trade-Of  between 
Risk and Return

33 How Investors Use 
Net Present Value

34 Alternatives to Net 
Present Value

35 Weighing the Costs 
of Debt and Equity

36 How to Value a 
Company’s Stock

FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING 
Taught by Eric Sussman, University of California, Los Angeles

37 Achieving Results in 
Your Organization

38 The Value of Great 
Leadership

39 Emotional Intelligence 
in the Workplace

40 The Art of Ef ective 
Communications

41 The 
Motivation-Performance 
Connection

42 Winning with Teamwork

43 Coaching—From Gridiron 
to Boardroom

44 Understanding Power 
Relationships

45 Handling Workplace 
Confl ict

46 Ethics and the 
Bathsheba Syndrome

47 Leading Real 
Organizational Change

48 Lifelong Learning for 
Career Success

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 
Taught by Clinton O. Longenecker, The University of Toledo

49 What Is Marketing?
50 How to Segment a Market
51 Targeting a Market 

Segment
52 Positioning Your Of ering
53 Identifying Sources 

of Sales Growth 
54 Deriving Value from 

Your Customers
55 Creating Great Customer 

Experiences
56 The Tactics of 

Successful Branding
57 Customer-Focused Pricing
58 Marketing Communications 

That Work
59 The Promise and Perils 

of Social Media
60 Innovative Marketing 

Research Techniques

MARKETING 
Taught by Ryan Hamilton, Emory University

+$25 Shipping, Processing, and Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee

+$20 Shipping, Processing, and Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee
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